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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Shocking Case of Academic Censorship

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Propaganda is an organized attempt to get large numbers of people to think or do

something — or not think or do something. It’s not like classical rhetoric, which is

about persuasion through argument, but rather a means of sub-rational manipulation

"

For the past two decades, professor Mark Crispin Miller has taught a course on

propaganda at New York University, in the Steinhardt School of Culture, Education and

Human Development

"

In September 2020 after urging his students to look into the scientiNc rationale for the

mask mandates, to assess the truthfulness of the propaganda drive promoting them,

he was subject to an administrative “review” for that and other alleged crimes

"

Miller is suing 19 of his department colleagues for libel after they signed a letter to the

school dean demanding that “review” of Miller’s conduct, falsely accusing him of

“explicit” hate speech, mounting “attacks on students” “advocating for an unsafe

learning environment” and discouraging his class from wearing masks

"

Miller’s case shows that the infringement of academic freedom is inimical to

independent thinking and free inquiry. Without such freedom, higher education is more

than likely to teach students only to believe what they are told by state and corporate

powers, which means not educating them at all — a failure damaging to them and

catastrophic for democracy

"
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In this interview, professor Mark Crispin Miller, Ph.D., provides us with a startling

example of a crackdown on academic freedom, with dire implications for free speech

in America today. Ironically, it was his teaching students how to question propaganda,

and to resist it, that brought on the curtailment of his academic freedom, after over 20

years of teaching that important subject at New York University.

His experience at NYU in the fall of 2020 culminated in his suing 19 of his department

colleagues for libel — a case that has become a major Washpoint in the larger struggle

to defend free speech and academic freedom, not just in the United States, but

throughout the West today. Miller explained how he had come to teach the study of

the media, and propaganda in particular:

“I had learned, as an English major, how to read literary texts closely and

carefully to discover their hidden depths … and I discovered to my delight that

you could do that with great movies as well. The more closely you watch

them, and the more times you watch them, the more you see in them.

I then began to notice that TV commercials were also extremely subtle. As

propaganda messages, they were really very carefully done so that they

would appeal to you on both a conscious and an unconscious level. So, I

started writing about those, and then about political rhetoric.

I started writing more and more about the media, and I was favoring

magazines for [a] public readership … I wanted to reach more than just an

academic audience from the beginning. And I quickly felt the urgency of

alerting people to what the media was doing …

By the '90s, it had become a crisis, as a handful of transnational corporations
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were controlling most of the content that everybody was absorbing, news

and entertainment alike, and it was getting worse and worse. So, I started to

become an activist for media reform. I wrote a great deal on this and lectured

about it very widely.

This is through the '90s — and you can see how successful I was. The

Telecom[munications] bill of 1996, signed by Bill Clinton, set the seal on the

creation of a media monolith, The Media Trust, which had already started in

earnest under Reagan. Now, it was really getting serious.

Fast forward to 2001 … I shifted my interest from media concentration to the

urgent need for voting reform, because it was becoming ever clearer that the

outcome of our elections does not necessarily reUect the will of the

electorate … As you can see, my interests were becoming more and more

taboo.”

The Rise of State-Corrupted Corporate Media

Signs of trouble emerged in 2005, when Miller published the book “Fooled Again: The

Real Case for Electoral Reform.” Miller and his publisher had hoped the book would

open the door to nationwide discussion of the need for radical reform of the election

system, but to their surprise, the book was instantly “blacklisted” by the corporate

media. No one would review it.

“I even hired my own publicist,” Miller says. “This is the woman who is the

publicist for Paul Krugman and Bob Herbert. She came in full of piss and

vinegar, [saying] ‘We're going to really make this [book] famous.’ And she'd

never encountered such resistance. She couldn't get anywhere.”

Oddly, it was the LEFT press — for which he had often written — that now labeled
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Miller a “conspiracy theorist” — a stigma that’s stuck with him ever since. The slander

drove him to investigate more deeply. “I asked myself, when did this become a thing?”

he says. “When did ‘conspiracy theory’ come to spring from everybody's lips?”

Miller went to the archives of The New York Times, The Washington Post and Time

magazine, searching for the terms “conspiracy theory” and “conspiracy theorist.” Up

until 1967, “conspiracy theory” was used only from time to time in various ways, while

the term “conspiracy theorist” was never used.

From 1967 onward, however, “conspiracy theory” was used with increasing frequency.

Why? Because, in early 1967, the CIA sent a memo — No. 1035-96 — to all its station

chiefs worldwide, instructing them to use their media assets to attack the works of

Mark Lane, Edward Jay Epstein and other investigators who were questioning the

Warren Report for its ludicrous assertion that “lone gunman” Lee Harvey Oswald was

solely responsible for the assassination of President Kennedy.

The memo advised the use of certain lines of attack — what we today call “talking

points” — to help discredit those dissenting voices. One was that “If there was a

conspiracy that big, somebody would have talked by now” — a dismissive claim that’s

still in use today, especially concerning 9/11. Another tactic the agency advised was

to associate the “conspiracy theories” with communist subversion, thereby casting

wholly reasonable inquiry as a threat to the “free world.”

“This raises a profoundly important issue about democracy in general,” Miller

says, “as to whether it's possible when you have the media, the press,

covertly manipulated by the state. And, it is part of this hidden history of

America that … we all need to understand if we want to get a clear sense of

what's happening now.”

As Miller started advocating for media reform, he was hired by the late Neil Postman
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to teach at the NYU.

“He hired me in part because he wanted another public intellectual on the

faculty … who was critical of the media. He shared my view that the whole

purpose of media study should be to help inform people generally about the

urgent need for a properly functioning democratic media system,” Miller

says.

“I used to feel that media literacy should be taught in every high school and

college. I still believe that, but I now realize that a key component of that

curriculum has to be propaganda study. It’s crucial.”

Over the years, NYU’s media studies department ballooned and shifted direction,

becoming more diffuse, more theoretically inclined and more Nxated on the pieties of

“social justice” — a phrase that Miller points out has been appropriated to mean

something other than what it used to mean. Indeed, the “social justice” issue has a

great deal to do with the censorship — the “canceling” — of professor Miller.

COVID Propaganda

While it acquaints his students with the history of modern propaganda — its birth in

World War I, its use by the Bolsheviks and by the Nazis — Miller’s course on

propaganda is primarily concerned with teaching students to perceive and analyze

propaganda in real time, or to look back at very recent propaganda drives.

This is not an easy thing to do, he warns his students, since, while it’s easy to spot

propaganda that you disagree with, it can be very digcult to recognize it as

propaganda when it tells you something that you want to hear, and want to think is

true.
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“That's the most effective propaganda,” Miller says. “It works best when you

don't see it for what it is. You think it's news. You think it's entertainment. You

think it's information. You think it's expertise. So, you will agree with it.

Someone else out there is spewing disinformation, but you're getting the real

thing.

So, it's hard to study propaganda, because you must make an effort to pull

back and be as impartial as possible. Read comprehensively, do all the

research you can [on] all sides of that issue. See what the propaganda has

blacked out. See what the propaganda has stigmatized as fake, as hoax, as

junk science, and look at it objectively.

What's hard is that you have to move out of your comfort zone. Sometimes

you discover that a thing you'd fervently believed for years was false, or half

true. I've had this experience myself many, many times.”

Miller made these points at the Nrst “meeting” (via Zoom) of his propaganda course

in September 2020, noting that such a thorough and impartial propaganda study can

be digcult, not just because it makes you question your own views. Such a study can

also pose a social challenge, as your discoveries may come as a shock to those

around you — friends, roommates, family, even other of your teachers, who’ve never

looked into the matter for themselves.

“ Propaganda is an organized attempt to get large
numbers of people to think or do something — or not
think or do something. It’s not like classical rhetoric,
which is about persuasion through argument. It’s a
kind of sub-rational manipulation. ~ Professor Mark
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Crispin Miller”
What Is Propaganda?

“The COVID crisis has been driven by a number of propaganda themes,” Miller says.

However, the word “propaganda” does not automatically mean that the information is

false or malign. Propaganda can be true and used for benevolent ends. Public service

ads encouraging you not to smoke, for example, are a form of propaganda.

The problem with propaganda is that it’s inherently biased and one-sided, which can

become outright dangerous if the other side is censored. This is particularly so when

it comes to medicine and health, and the censoring of COVID-19 treatment

information and the potential hazards of the COVID vaccines is a perfect example of

this.

“Propaganda is an organized attempt to get large numbers of people to think

or do something — or not think or do something. That's really all it is. That's

an informal de^nition but it's a good one,” Miller says.

“It’s not like classical rhetoric, which is about persuasion through argument.

[Propaganda] is a kind of sub-rational manipulation. It's been with us for a

long time, but the rise of the digital world, our absorption into the digital

universe, has radically intensi^ed this kind of effort and made it successful

beyond the wildest dreams of [Nazi minister of propaganda] Dr. [Joseph]

Goebbels or [profession public relations pioneer] Edward Bernays.

This incredible technological sophistication enables them, ^rst of all, to move

people at the deepest level. It also enables them to suppress dissidents with

remarkable ecciency, spotting the word ‘vaccine’ in a post and then blocking

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/12/bells-palsy-covid-vaccine.aspx
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it.

At the same time, it gives them an astonishing advantage when it comes to

surveillance of every single one of us … It is going to require a tremendous

amount of skill and sophistication on our part, to organize under that

watchful eye.”

Academic Censorship

One topic Miller suggested studying in that Nrst meeting of his propaganda course

last fall, was the mask mandates. Miller made it clear that he was NOT telling the

students not to wear masks, but that this would be a purely intellectual exercise.

Such study (which was not an assignment, but only a suggestion) would consist of

reading through the scientiNc literature on masking: speciNcally, all the randomized,

controlled studies of masking and the use of respirators in hospital settings — studies

Nnding that those face coverings do NOT prevent transmission of respiratory viruses;

and, as well, the several recent studies Nnding otherwise.

He also offered tips on how non-scientists can assess new scientiNc studies: by

looking at reviews by other scientists, and by noting the university where a given

study was conducted, and to see if it has any Nnancial ties to Big Pharma and/or the

Gates Foundation, as such a partnership may have inWuenced the researchers there.

The following week, a student who missed that introductory talk (she had joined the

class late) was present when the subject of masks came up again, and she was so

enraged by Miller’s emphasis on the importance of those prior studies (whose

consensus had been echoed by the CDC until early April 2020, and by the WHO until

early June 2020), that she took to Twitter, accusing him of endangering the students’

health, and of posting on his website (News from Underground) material “from far-

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/05/07/outdoor-face-mask.aspx
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right and conspiracy sites” — and demanding that NYU Nre him.

“I was kind of Uoored by this,” Miller says. “This has never happened to me

before. It was unpleasant, but it was her First Amendment right to express

herself on Twitter, so that per se was not such a big deal. However, what

happened immediately after that is not acceptable.”

The department chair, without consulting with Miller, responded to the student’s tweet

with his thanks, adding: “We as a department have made this a priority, and

discussing next steps.” The next day, Carlo Ciotoli, the doctor who advises the NYU on

its stringent COVID rules, and Jack Knott, the dean of Steinhardt, emailed Miller’s

students, without putting him on copy, hinting that he’d given them “dangerous

misinformation.”

They also provided them with “authoritative public health guidance” — i.e., links to

studies recommended by the CDC, Nnding that masks are effective against

transmission of COVID-19. Thus, they told the students to believe those newer

studies that Miller had already recommended, whereas he encouraged them to make

up their own minds.

Shortly after that, the department chair asked Miller to cancel next semester’s

propaganda course, “for the good of the department,” on the pretext that Miller’s Nlm

course would attract more students, so that he should teach TWO sections of that

course. (Both courses admit 24 students.) Miller agreed, as the chair has that

prerogative, but he did so under protest; and, he couldn’t let the matter go.

“I mean, I'm teaching a propaganda course, and look what happened,” Miller

says. “So, with the help of some friends, including Mickey Huff, who runs

Project Censored, I wrote a petition  that people can ^nd at Change.org. The

only ‘ask’ in that petition is that NYU respect my academic freedom and set a

1
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good example for other schools.

But I did it in the name of all those professors, doctors, scientists, activists,

journalists and whistleblowers who have been gagged or persecuted for their

dissidence, not just over this last year, when it's reached a kind of crisis point,

but really for decades. It's been going on for far too long, initially on the

fringes, but now it's happening all over the place.”

‘Slanderous Lunacy’

A month after the student attacked Miller on Twitter, he received an email from the

dean, informing him that he was ordering a review of Miller’s conduct at the request of

25 of his department colleagues, whose letter to him was attached.

“I thought I'd seen everything,” Miller says. “[The letter] starts by saying, ‘We

believe in academic freedom.’ The email from the dean and doctor also

started saying ‘We believe in academic freedom,’ so I've learned that when

somebody comes up and says, ‘I believe in academic freedom,’ you need to

brace yourself because there's a big buck coming. And that's what happened

with this letter from my colleagues.

‘We believe in academic freedom, BUT, as the faculty handbook points out, if

a colleague's behavior is succiently heinous, it can obviate his or her

academic freedom. And we believe that's the case with Professor Miller,’ it

read.

Now, I think what the faculty handbook is referring to is if a professor tries to

rape a student or uses lynch mob language against minority students or

something like that. They put me in that category. Why? First of all, they said I

discouraged students from wearing masks, and even intimidated those who
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were wearing masks, which is false to the point of insanity.

It was a Zoom class. I've never heard of a student wearing a mask on Zoom,

although maybe that will be mandatory at some point. But my mask heresy

was the least of it. They went on to charge me with ‘explicit hate speech,’

launching ‘attacks on students and others in our community,’ assailing my

students with ‘non-evidence-based’ arguments or theories, ‘advocating for an

unsafe learning environment,’ [and] ‘micro-aggressions and aggressions.’

I read this with increasing wonderment. If they had decided to craft a

description of a professor completely antithetical to the way I teach, they

couldn't have done a better job. This was slanderous lunacy. They basically

picked up where that student left off.”

Libel Suit Underway

In a Zoom “meeting,” Knott informed Miller that he had ordered the review at the

behest of NYU’s lawyers, who told him that he must — a revelation that Miller Nnds

signiNcant, there being, in fact, no legal grounds for that review.

Soon afterward, the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE), a nonproNt

dedicated to protecting academic freedom, sent Andrew Hamilton, NYU’s president, a

detailed letter going through the case law, demonstrating clearly that the dean’s

review is illegitimate, and that the president should intervene, and quash. He did not

reply.

Knott told Miller that the “review” would end with the semester — i.e., by mid-

December 2020. Yet, seven months after it was ordered, Miller still has not heard

anything about that putative “review” — which may have been put on hold, or quietly

called off, because of what Miller did about his colleagues’ letter.
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“After I talked to the dean, I went through the letter they wrote with a ^ne-

tooth comb and crafted a cordial point-by-point rebuttal. I asked for a

retraction and an apology, and they ignored it. A week later, I sent it again. I

said, ‘Please, by November 20th I'd like you to retract this and apologize.’

Nothing.

So, I decided I had no choice. I certainly wasn't going to let this go. It was

outrageous, and represents, inside the academy, the kind of persecution and

suppression that we see going on worldwide, throughout so-called

democracies. So, I decided I had to sue them for libel.”

Support Free Speech Rights and Academic Freedom

At the time of this interview, Miller was waiting for the judge to rule on the

defendants’ motion to dismiss the case. All of the documents relating to this case can

be found on Miller’s website, MarkCrispinMiller.com.  If you want to make a donation

to help fund Miller’s legal case, you can do so on his GoFundMe page.

“I'm trying to raise $100,000,” he says, “because I expect this to be a

protracted and costly ^ght with depositions. The money goes directly into an

escrow account that my lawyer manages, so I'm not pro^ting off this

personally. Nor am I only doing it on my own behalf, as with the petition.

They have hurt me greatly. Not only professionally, within the institution and

beyond, because word of this has traveled, but also physically, because the

stress of that ordeal has really slowed my recovery from Lyme disease, which

I've been battling for 10 years.

I became so ill from this that I ended up in the ER at NYU, in January. So, I am

on medical leave this semester. I’ve just been working on my health and

2

3
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telling my story, so that I can prevail in the court of public opinion. But it isn't

just about me, my health, my career. It really is about all of us.

It's about you, it's about Bobby Kennedy, Sucharit Bhakdi and John Ioannidis.

It's about the Frontline Doctors and the signers of the Great Barrington

Declaration. It's about what appears to be a majority of expert opinion on

some level, while the medical establishment, like the academy and the media,

is utterly corrupt.

There are a lot of people of conscience, doctors who observe their

Hippocratic oath, professors who believe in trying to teach the truth,

journalists who have no place to publish because they're actually trying to

report the other side of a narrative that is increasingly preposterous and

lethal. It's for all of us because, as many have observed, once free speech

goes, and with it, academic freedom, that's the whole ballgame. That's the

end.

If we can't even talk about what's happening, if we end up being accused of

conspiracy theory — which is now openly equated with domestic terrorism —

if we're accused of hate speech (which is out of the social justice playbook),

and if we're accused of dangerous misinformation about the virus, which has

been happening all year, if we encounter any of those three responses to our

attempts to tell the truth, then we are vili^ed and marginalized.

And my colleagues managed to hit me with all three in that letter. They

accuse me of conspiracy theory, they accuse me of hate speech and they

accuse me of doing the students harm by discouraging them from wearing

masks.

All false. All I did was urge my class to read through all the literature on
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masks and make up their own minds as an example of the kind of thing they

should do with all these narratives.”

Beyond infringing on freedom of speech, Miller’s case shows how censorship

ultimately ends up chilling independent thinking and curbing your freedom of inquiry

— the freedom to ask questions and ponder an issue or problem from multiple angles.

And, without the ability to think freely and express one’s thoughts, life itself becomes

more or less meaningless as well as dangerous, while higher education becomes

nothing more than training for compliance, as students are each trained to “do what

you’re told,” as Dr. Anthony Fauci put it so gleefully November 12, 2020.

Big Lies Are Protected by Public Incredulity

To learn more about Miller’s case, visit markcrispinmiller.com. Miller also publishes a

daily newsletter of banned news that you can sign up for. In closing, Miller notes:

“I believe that what's happening now is the culmination of a quiet history of

eugenics in the West that starts at the beginning of the 20th century — a

movement that was forced underground by the Holocaust, because that was

a big embarrassment, and [that] reemerged in the early '50s as a movement

for population control.

People don't want to understand this. They want to see Bill Gates as a benign

^gure, as a kind of Father Teresa bringing happiness and health … They don't

want to know that his father was an intimate of the Rockefellers and sat on

the Board of Planned Parenthood, not because he was a feminist, but

because he really did believe … that abortion is one tool for getting rid of the

un^t.

https://markcrispinmiller.com/
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There is a eugenic discourse now being Uoated on the op-ed page in The

New York Times where Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel writes that we shouldn't expect to

live past 75.

He treats it kind of half-jokingly, but if you then look at the toll that this crisis

has taken on the elderly — in particular what's happened in the nursing

homes in California, New York, Michigan, Washington and North Carolina, as

well as in Canada, Britain and Sweden.

They housed COVID patients in nursing homes. This has the look of what Dr.

Vernon Coleman has called eldercide, but nobody wants to think that's what's

going on. Marshall McLuhan said, ‘Little lies don't need to be protected. But

the big lies are protected by public incredulity.’ That is to say, ‘Come on, you're

crazy, they wouldn't do that.’

It's easier to call people ‘conspiracy theorists’ than it is to face the likelihood,

or even the remote possibility, that what we're saying is true. There are many

‘conspiracy theories’ that over the decades have turned out to be completely

true. So, we have to make sure people know it through every means available.

And now it's quite urgent.”

 

Retsbew

Well done to Dr. Miller for making the decision to sue for libel.  Students today may lack critical

thinking because teachers like him are being hampered with unnecessary controls that seriously

impede the ability to present course content in the best possible way. My elevator adventures continue.

 Today I travelled downstairs with a young black man who told me he was "vaccinated" two weeks ago.

 Then I travelled upstairs with a young woman who has chosen not to be "vaccinated."  I told her about

Dr. Mercola's website.  But when I got home I decided that I must do more because today our attention

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
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span has become limited due to the barrage of psych op material surrounding us and retention of

information, unless you are brainwashed (!), is threatened.

So I've made up some business cards to keep in my pocket and share.  I've used fairly simple wording,

not to disturb any pro vax fanatics.  It's as follows and if you have any suggestions, please let me know.

  Dr. Joseph Mercola Osteopathic doctor - Mercola.com The "vaccine" is gene therapy and there is

evidence from doctors proving this. Information on this website may be helpful.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

eileenruth

I think it is great! I have been sharing information from Dr. Mercola's website to all I care about but

it is very eye-opening to see who your real comrades are...so many have been badly inWuenced by

the mass media propaganda, even the ones who you thought would be immune. Very scary and

insane time right now. I feel as if I am living in an alternative reality and cling closely to the ones

who are on the same page. I like your comments..keep them coming!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

Retsbew 10/10 for trying to spread the word but I caution you to be careful, VERY CAREFUL. This is

WW3 and I think it would serve us well to remember what happened during WW2. Quislings and

informers everywhere. These people who have orchestrated this attempt to install the Fourth Reich

are playing for keeps. They mean business! And they have the means, the money and the knowhow

to make you  disappear without a trace. Be careful. Don't give up your resistance but, I repeat, be

careful.

Posted On 06/06/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/eileenruth/default.aspx
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clanharwood

You May consider including links to The High Wire with Del Bigtree or The Defender by Robert

Kennedy Jr.  I Nnd a lot of info on the HighWire with weekly live videos that are very informative.

Maybe this way the person getting the card has options

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

Translated from German Newspaper DWN. Nothing added... Hard to believe..

“Media suppress trend-setting meeting: Are Sino-US Nnancial elites preparing digital central bank

currency?

Members of the International Finance Forum (IFF) met in Beijing, which the media completely

ignored.  Yao Qian said on Monday at the annual meeting of the International Finance Forum (IFF)

in Beijing: "We can imagine that the digital currency of the central bank runs directly on blockchain

networks such as Ethereum or Diem."

This is nothing more and nothing less than a solid sensation, because Diem is the successor to

Libra, the private complementary currency introduced by Facebook in 2019.  One of the most

important blockchain experts in China has announced a possible partnership between the largest

adversary of the United States, ruled by the Commun..st Party, and the groundbreaking project of

one of the largest US digital and Nnancial groups, in one of the most sensitive areas of society, the

 Monetary system!  Is the aggressive US foreign policy towards China just a staging? You can

hardly believe your ears.  Hasn't the US imposed numerous sanctions on China in recent years?

 Have you not only recently tightened the course in the Middle East against Iran and thus also

against its ally China? Fueled the Nre with the claim that the Sars-Cov-2 virus came from a

laboratory in Wuhan? And has the Chinese media for their part not vehemently denied the

American allegations? So we are dealing with two adversaries who apparently never miss an

opportunity to stir up their longstanding conWict and are even ready to threaten one another with

https://articles.mercola.com/members/clanharwood/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Marinkos/default.aspx
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war, but who are now planning to work together in the extremely delicate currency area of all

things.  How is that explained? Obviously, by a huge difference between what the world’s politics

are pretending to be and what is actually going on in the economic and Nnancial realm. So let's

take a closer look at what's going on behind the scenes here.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Marinkos, your translation from a German newspaper certainly has weight.  

There's a website The X22 Report with Dave, a guy with such a laid back voice.

 https://x22report.com   I followed this fairly closely when I was interested in Trump.  During the

transition between Trump and Biden, the X22 Report shared secrets about the Central Bank and

how it has always been corrupt.  But President Trump was going to Nx it.  There would be a new

currency and it would beneNt all Americans.  I found this highly suspect, but it was presented by

good ole Dave as such a great thing for the American people.  At the time, I'm thinking digital

currency.........what the, you know what.  

Dave keeps this website going for patriots.  I Nnd that he insinuates that Trump is somehow still in

a position of power, which he deNnitely is not.  But one of you patriots will know about this more

than I do?  Not that I couldn't be a patriot, to be honest.  

What's bugging me a lot relates to Warp Speed - when Trump zoomed in the "vaccinations" - and i

accepted the wool over the eyes trick, that this was just to placate those people who had strong

beliefs in vaccine and I let it go.  When Ivanka published her image having an injection of the

"vaccination" - her father had already said he also had taken the "vaccination" - that was it for me.  

You know stuff like gold taps on your bathtub I Nnd irrelevant.  But is Trump just part and

parcel/controlled opposition - whatever the heck he is, I'm not liking it at all now.  What can we do?

 Ask Dr. Mercola to run for the presidency?  I'm not being serious, but if any of these leaders were

half the ethical man Dr. Mercola is, we would all be in such a better position.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://x22report.com/
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

Just to comment on interview of Miller????????????? I am actually pro women ( self determination,

egalitarianism 50-50), and I don’t want to control women bodies and minds in any way....I tried... I

Nnd American extrem “ME TO” movement, to much for humanity and tolerance. Action-reaction. I

Nnd racist problem in USA bigger killer. .....   This unter is out of whack false brainstorming... One

yoga lover, J. D. Rockefeller ( NOT from 1913!!! ) wrote book about MOTHER Teresa . Mark Crispin

Miller PhD?:

“People don't want to understand this. They want to see Bill Gates as a benign Ngure, as a kind of

Father Teresa bringing happiness and health … They don't want to know that his father was an

intimate of the Rockefellers and sat on the Board of Planned Parenthood, not because he was a

feminist, but because he really did believe … that abortion is one tool for getting rid of the unNt.”

cruxnow.com/commentary/2016/09/attacks-left-right-conNrm-mother-teres..  

Update: I got a little overboard with reaction. He meant father of Bill gates....

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

lovestosing6

Retsbew, when I was looking up the attendees for the world economic forum, I was stunned to see

that Trump was part of it.  It could be misinformation, but you’re right, between operation warp

speed and then seeing he was involved with the world economic forum, I began to have a hard time

understanding what the hell was going on.

It’s very curious to me. Almost like the people who are awake would have already heard his initial

message. The rest of it is for sleeping people? I don’t know.

I was fascinated to learn that one of the worlds largest yachts is literally the dinghy for Bill Gates

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Marinkos/default.aspx
https://cruxnow.com/commentary/2016/09/attacks-left-right-confirm-mother-teresas-authenticity/
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actual yacht.  WHAT?  

Not that he doesn’t have a right to spend his money however he wants, but the person who was

telling me about this is very pro vac‘s and had no idea that Gates was getting a divorce. How is that

even possible? Because left wing media is not talking about Bill Gates getting a divorce?  Wtf

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

To lovestosing6: I saw Bill Gates “vessel “ in Croatia 27 ? years ago. Same? Mothership of ?

Why to buy island ( Croatia has over 1100 + of them. 1000 islands dressing?), when you’re Island?

Patriot of own.  Murdoch ship was stuck in Suez Canal, when Ever Green turned sideways.... Bad

guys and their Wags....

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Krofter

Trump is not innocent and participated fully in the plandemic -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/is-trump-responsible-for-the-vaccine

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

otis101

Retsbew, yes, promoting Dr. Mercola is a very positive way to get people to wake up.  It may appear

as just too much to read and take in for Nrst time viewers but I encourage friends to get off the

couch and get active in taking control of their health and now as important and maybe more

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Marinkos/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://secularheretic.substack.com/p/is-trump-responsible-for-the-vaccine
https://articles.mercola.com/members/otis101/default.aspx
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important get off the couch and take control of their freedoms.

Another former NYU professor (2008-2019) that had problems with the administration and faculty

is Dr. Michael Rectenwald.  Author of 11 books such as Springtime for SnowWakes, Beyond Woke,

and Google Archipelago. Latest is Thought Criminal, "The 1984 of the COVID era".   Recently

interviewed by Tucker Carlson.  You may want to get to know him if not already.

 www.michaelrectenwald.com

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

har1272

Please critically think.  Anyone associated with pedo Jeffrey Epstein should be questionable, no

matter how they deny their association.

How can you tell when a politician, red, blue or purple, is lying?  When they move their lips.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Thanks for adding to the discussion Krofter.   I read the article about Trump:

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/is-trump-responsible-for-the-vaccine  

Lawyer, Roy Cohn, couldn't have been a good inWuence on Trump in his 30's and that's always

concerned me.  But I'm not looking for the cognitive dissonance escape hatch either.....  i.e., he's

just stupid.  Add an 'e' to Cohn and you have the other lawyer who's determined to take him down.  

The article's accurate in many instances about Trumps behaviour at the time. Trump's made in

America theme was effective and he appeared to be so protective of the USA.  Our Canadian dollar

suffered horribly the whole time.  I do think he didn't have a fair election the second time, but where

do we go from here?  It's obvious Biden isn't making good decisions and is a puppet.  If only there

https://www.michaelrectenwald.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://secularheretic.substack.com/p/is-trump-responsible-for-the-vaccine
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was a good candidate for president waiting in the wings ready to work on this horrifying situation

with a positive outcome.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Krofter

Retsbew - Not many good looking candidates out there and those that are would probably be

churned up by the machine by the end of their Nrst term.  That's the real problem - until complete

reform occurs I'm not holding my breath about anything having to do with politics.  Having said

that, right now I'd consider voting for governor DeSantis if he were to run.  He's bucked many of the

plandemic guidelines from the start.  He's also prohibited the institution of vaccine passports in

Florida and just recently accused the CDC of discrimination over vaccine requirements.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Krofter, I can see why you'd vote for DeSantis.  We have a lot of Canadian Snowbirds who go to

Florida in winter time.  When Queen Victoria made Ottawa the capital of Canada, she couldn't have

considered the weather.  It can go to 40 below in winter and right now it's 88F and feels like 100F, hi

humidity here.  Even August in Richmond, VA is easier to take than here!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Marinkos - Snake Juniors father is also known as "Snake Senior" - not only was he on the board of

Planned Parenthood buy he was its CEO = Chief Executive Ogcer - in the employ of the

Rockefellers who fund Planned Parenthood through the sale of harvested fetal body parts - Snake

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
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Senior MUST be seen as the High Priest of the Eugenics Church and Snake Junior was the apple of

his eye - a willing candidate for BRAINWASHING - Snake Junior and his parent deranged brain

RULES our World and is worshipped by Zombie Culture - they will voluntarily DIE on behalf of the

Snake family and in fact beg to be striked by the Snake's syringe FANGS

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Spent some time with some young people working in healthcare who are questioning the vaccine &

resisting.  When asked about it they raise HIPPA,  and told me that furthermore 'they identify as

vaccinated'....and dare any virtue signalers questioning them to question that....lol.  Sometimes

that atmosphere of lies backNres on those driving it.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

Watsonandco, I agree this is World War 3. But unlike the Holocaust all the quislings and informants

are also test subjects of Josef Mengele. We should exercise some caution, and the technocrats

have a lot of money and fancy tools we do not. But the minions themselves will pose less of a

threat in a year or three as they start to sicken and die. Too crippled to leave their homes or too

dead.

Lay low next Wu season. Or travel to Florida or an open red state. A lot of bad cases labeled Covid

in Dem cities and the zombies will blame it on the unvaxxed.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

har1272
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Since there is no test which can accurately and deNnitively diagnose Covid, how can the "numbers"

of those affected be trusted?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

Just fake analogies:

“Has the USA again chosen another Führer, without a mustache this time, as its puppet in Europe,

to divert the attention of the people from what will really happen?  Did Klaus and other EU

politicians really sold Europe and destroyed  its industry in the name of a green revolution, just for

the gullible good-natured and war-weary?  Did they give Brexit to the British,  to swim easier from, if

the EU Titanic sank abruptly?  Then, there are only two superpowers left, to decide the fate of the

digital world coin.  How can we be sure, that continental Europe will not be thrown under the bus, if

Brussels corrupt politicians decide to switch the Green Switch on? And how then, under such super

secret alliances, Russia most likely have the right to fear, that it will be attacked by China and the

USA at the same time?  Silicon Valley Fakebook has 2.5 billion customers.  China has 1.4 billion

citizens and the future "Silk Road" transit through many countries will bring China another billion. 5

billions of the world's 8.3 citizens, can start getting propaganda from one direction ...”

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

CIA.  Operation Mockingbird.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Hercster
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They drink Wuoride.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Tionico

I'll ly some high stakes at long odds that femalw ho joined the class at the second week's meeting,

hving misssed the introduction, is either a plant or already had an agenda before she joined the class.

SOMEONE wanted to make an example of this guy, and destroy  him, either that female or she is

tool/fool being used to take this man down.  Corruption does indeed run deep.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

farmercist

Great point.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

TIONICO,   BINGO!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

NoFear11

Completely agree Tionico and my thought exactly. They are monitoring everywhere and has a wide
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“internal” reporting web to respond to dissidents clearly. Goebbels wet dreams coming true....My

personal experience just now too. As a private practice doctor being hauled for disciplinary action

in the U.K. for a Facebook post and someone “complaining”.

My story now, as a Doctor, with my own private practice in the U.K. where in January 2021, I posted

an open letter and funded its boost, on my professional business site on FB, about the lying

narrative from the UK government and for colleagues to look up the World Doctors Alliance and

Frontline Doctors with the honourable Dr Simone Gold. One commenter was so derogatory,

defamatory and ultimately threatened to report me to my professional body at which point I

stopped communicating and banned the person (many other commenters mentioned “she” was a

shill!). One month later I received a letter from my authorising body and I am now going through

disciplinary process clearly risking to loose my license to practice and loose my (family) business

of 16yrs. The complaint was so well documented and presented (27+ pages of screen shots and

accusations so far out I had to laugh - at Nrst) but now seeing how this is handled with The XX

College that I seriously think these government bodies are planning/colluding/being instructed to

make an example of me as a Dr. (BIG THANKS for the immense help I have received from THIS

community - to contact The Free Speech Union and other recommendations that have made me

feel much less alone as I have also no colleagues, I know of, who isn’t buying the propaganda).

We need to STAND TALL & Nght back or forever loose our freedom and be enslaved. “Rather DEAD

than RED”, a saying used to go. Now it seems a ‘colour of convictions’ has no meaning what so

ever. It’s not about left or right, but top and bottom, as we are Nghting amongst ourselves, doing the

elite’s dirty work. Smart but oh so Evil

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Krofter

No Fear - There is no end to how far the incredibly well Nnanced pharmaceutical/medical/industrial

complex will go to protect it's status quo so the immense proNts keep Wowing. They know very well

the the moment people learn that the fundamental phony principle upon which modern allopathic

medicine is based - germ 'theory' - is a ruse, the house of cards will fall down.  Can't allow that to

happen, so you (and others) have to be sacriNced.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

katein

She should be included in lawsuit. Agree a plant, but more:  personality despot attracting more

despotic types.  

People reading/watching this article need to spread word about Crispin GoFund and website. Being

articulate and principled is a RARE quality and needs surrounding. Suggest following Dark Horse

podcast / Utube. More trashed profs making good.  Hang in Crispin. Air hug

! "

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Fear, control and censorship has been the whole point behind the privacy laws and 'customer

reviews' , 'grades', 'comments' on 'how we can do better'.  Test it.  You can only 'comment' or

'review' the generally approved propagandistic talking points....and ask ANYONE working in a

hospital type setting how they are kept in line & abused by a minority segment of both patients &

admin (and I'm not taking race, but philosophical & political types who dominate those controlling

social media & media in general ....the REAL haters).

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

I have never in my life seen or anticipated so much censorship. It seems so much news is blocked

online. I usually Nnd it anyway, but searching slows me down. I have become quite distrustful and

cynical.  The lazy, indolent, dependent lifestyle with social safety nets contributes to the acceptance of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/katein/default.aspx
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propaganda. Too many sofas, junk food and tv. Too few consequences for bad behaviors. Too little

individual responsibility. Abraham Lincoln said, "Thinking is the hardest work there is.  That is why so

few engage in it." When people become divorced from nature, they become stupid.  Simple things like

knowing how to produce food, predict the weather, use a shovel.  Nature and hard physical labor teach

lessons that cannot be acquired any other way.  

The Nrst step is to get up off the sofa and get rid of the tv.  Television does to the mind what too much

sofa does to the body. The bastions of free thought are more likely to be found on the family farms and

ranches of America.  This is where nature still exists in duality. The survival of the family farm--and

getting breakfast on the table--will often depend on knowing the difference between the hens and

roosters.  If no one gets up to milk cows in the morning, there will be no milk check deposited at the

bank.  Whether farming, Nshing, logging or mining, an income largely depends on productivity (and

observing the market). That is the way it has worked for a long time, anyway.  

I Nnd it disturbing that, with this administration, at a time when there are shortages, more farmers are

being paid for not producing. A lot of honest non-PC talk between friends and neighbors goes on

behind a locked gate--esp. when you own the land and means of production.  More and more land

owners are vertically integrating production within their own networks or selling direct to customers,

eliminating payment to middlemen.   Dependency is not a good life plan.  Above all, protect the children

and teach them well. They are the future

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

eileenruth

Great comment. Love the quote about thinking...that is so true and so many of us humans are NOT

thinking...we are just following. It can be quite depressing! I am losing friends over this whole

situation..especially regarding the experimental shots, because let's be honest, that 's what they

are....one cannot truthfully call them anything else. And after being in contact with Dr. Stephanie

Seneff and reading her new research, I am as concerned as she is about their dangers. God, help

us all!

Since the beginning, I have had the feeling that something is seriously amiss. I work with children

https://articles.mercola.com/members/eileenruth/default.aspx
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every week running my own projects, far away from the watchful and controlling eyes of most

schools. I became self-employed when I found my methods were working far better than the ones

most schools were sticking with. Laziness springs to mind as a reason for their resistance to

change. Since the beginning, I have welcomed school children into my private home with open

arms and hands, sharing food and conversation, feelings and concerns.. all in a friendly, open

environment where their voices are both heard and respected. We cook together, eat together and I

am certain, we share our viruses, bacteria and fungi together as well...in the past year and a half,

no one has been ill, all are well and thriving!  Including myself! I have also been mask less since

February 2021, and it has been a revelation! My daughter as well. I knew it was all BS and I went

and got a dispense from a doctor. My daughter and I have no medical reasons to have one but I

told the doctor it was an insult to my intelligence and he said it was the best reason he had heard

and promptly wrote me one! Best thing I did..it is a lonely feeling to essentially be the only one in

our little town here in Switzerland but I think it will be back to most not wearing one sooner than

later. Slowly, but oh so slowly, people are waking up! It is about time! Thanks to all of you who make

me feel not so alone in my convictions!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

Almond, the restrictions on production are purposely designed to create shortages. As I have

previously written, there is clear evidence of limiting electricity in Spain and I heard an advert on

British radio two days ago advising electricity consumers new rules are coming. Liquid fuel will be

next, then water. The lemmings who have submitted themselves to the jab will be allowed to live as

slaves, the rest of us won't. Those ovens are out there!

Eileenruth, you are not alone. I have lost every friend I had and all because I asked them to consider

a different narrative. Just stop listening to the TV news I suggested and consider looking at this

site or another site run by doctors. You would have thought I had asked them to participate in mass

murder! Some reactions have been extreme and all of them without logic. It must be heartening to

the various government ogcials concerned that their adaption of Joseph Goebbels Eleven

Principles of Propaganda has worked better than even that master of evil ever achieved. And here

is something we should, all of us who Nght this, bear in mind when we talk about governments - we
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are talking about very speciNc people. People such as Ursula von der Leyen President of the EU

Commission. People, not the inanimate word government, are doing this. People are planning it.

Time we had a list of these people.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Krofter

Almond - As someone who is being censored on all Google platforms for pointing out in my blog

many of the lies swirling around the plandemic, I agree with you.  Any entity that receives grants or

advertising dollars from the Gates Foundation or Big Pharma cannot be trusted as a source of

unbiased information.  The best new sources for honest news in the US today are the numerous

bloggers and podcasters who are self Nnanced by paid subscriptions.  Better yet are the free ones

like mine - secularheretic.substack.com

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

Watsonandco...

I, too, have been watching this unfold.  First our health ever moving towards socialized medicine

and outlawing other options.  Then, with the jab.  Then, colonial pipeline as a trial run to shut down

our energy.  Next the hacking of the meat supply.  Various shortages and higher prices stealing

more of our money thru inWation.  I have been asking myself, what next?  In the US, there is already

an attempt to "conserve energy".  I was thinking water will be next.  With California reaching out to

get water from other states, it is already happening and will not take much more to enforce

rationing.  Just one more example.  We are also approaching an electronic currency system where

every transaction you make will be recorded and every purchase judged.  Social control will be

achieved as easily as deleting your accounts... your ability "to buy and sell".  (biblical prophecy)  It

appears to me that there is a coordinated attempt to subjugate the population and starve out those

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://secularheretic.substack.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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not in compliance.  Doesn't take a genius to understand that when all the necessities of life are

being controlled... Furhter, we no longer even have free speech to protest and ask that our

grievances be addressed.

People must resist and also do what they can to hold out as long as possible.  It seems inevitable,

that, without legal recourse putting a stop to all of this, the outcome will be very unpleasant.  Yes,

remember, it is not governments, but individuals who are responsible for this--just as with the

atrocities that occurred in WWII.  We need to rely on the majority of US troops upholding the

constitution, too.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

har1272

"Too many sofas, junk food and tv."

Bread and circuses.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

Krofter...

I have not been vaccinated.  I do not own a television.  I produce my own food.  And you know

what?  I fell pretty darn healthy and sane.  

I can let a lot of the current stress and craziness wash over me and focus on priorities.  Such as

completing certain goals before inWation swings wildly out of control or there are further

shortages.  I have my own goals and agenda and they are not aligned with what is going on in the

rest of the world--or maybe I should say because of what is going on in the rest of the world.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

katein

Here! Here!  Well stated. #

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

My town is fully open. I'm holding some meetings. Passing out mason jars of homemade quinine

for Boomers with vaccine remorse (helps with spike proteins) and pamphlets explaining what's

going on with links and ideas for how to cope. And a portfolio of articles.

We need to be adaptable. Going to make an effort to get the youngsters on board. Might help their

depression to have something important to do.

Turning our 5 acres into a small scale farm in another year. Right now I'm focusing on micro greens

(for cash) and some basic foodstuff.

Lot of preppers here and older mentor types who remember hearing about the Great Depression.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

rensmith...

Good to see you are educating people and are building a network.

To all...  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/katein/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rensmith23zohomail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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I suspect the quinine has some beneNcial effect against covid, if not reversing the non-vaccine for

the disease that cannot be mentioned--also some risks.  Do some research and learn about all the

quinine substitutes used during WWII when the quinine plantations in SE Asia were captured.  I

wish we could still buy unsweetened carbonated quinine water in the US.

It is claimed (?) that French Maritime Pinebark (pycnogenol) is also effective at neutralizing vax

effects.  Many things seem reasonable and possible, but we really do not have enough data to

know much for certain.

Absolutely do rely on the wisdom of elders who lived thru the Great Depression.  However, also

understand that, if at all possible, you need to return to the land and nature, not just Nnd cheap

solutions using unhealthy store-bought foods.  Also, think outside the box about creative

problem-solving, recycling, repurposing, etc.

I assume most people have a general awareness of things they need to know how to do (or learn)

and what they will need to provide.  Here are some books that will at least provide interesting

reading for the discriminating reader…

Storey's Curious Compendium of Practical and Obscure Skills.

The Dangerous Book for Boys.

Carla Emory’s Encyclopedia of Country Living.

Pre WWII cookbooks.  A Nle of recipes that do not contain store-bought ingredients.

The Naturopathic Formulary (not sure that is the exact title, it’s not within easy reach at the

moment).

A copy of Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand.  (Your own copy so you can highlight passages and write

notes in the margins.)  

A copy of the constitution, bill of rights and a good American history book.

A copy of Baker Creek’s seed catalog (full of basic info about heirloom varieties).

A canning book.  
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Winemaking at Home-by Hardwick.

,rensmith...

Good to see you are educating people and are building a network.

To all...  

I suspect the quinine has some beneNcial effect against covid if not reversing the non-vaccine for

the disease that cannot be mentioned--also some risks.  Do some research and learn about all the

quinine substitutes used during WWII when the quinine plantations in SE Asia were captured.  

It is claimed (?) that French Maritime Pinebark (pycnogenol) is also effective.  Many things seem

reasonable and possible, but we really do not have enough data to know much for certain.

Absolutely do rely on the wisdom of elders who lived thru the Great Depression.  However, also

understand that, if at all possible, you need to return to the land and not just Nnd cheap solutions

for store bought foods.

I assume most people have a general awareness of things they need to know how to do and what

they will need to provide.

Storey's Curious Compendium of Practical and Obscure Skills

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

The positive thing to come out of all of this is that we now know who our real friends are.  Fair

weather acquaintances are gone.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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Krofter

Those of us who are old enough to remember the Svoiet Union will also remember that the ogcial

news source for that empire was a phony government controlled agency called Pravda.  For many

years before the breakup of the Soviet Union Pravda was qietly being ridiculed by anyone with half a

brain.  People knew very well that if you wanted to know the truth all you had to do was consider the

opposite of what Pravda was saying.  I'm of the opinion that that is exactly where we are today in the

US.  Big Media corporations have bought up all competition and now only spew the ogcial narrative

put before them by their biggest advertisers.  And who is the biggest advertiser?  Big Pharma.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/media-promulgation-of-ogcial-covid

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Exactly Krof!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Its not even a non possibility at this point, If 2020 taught us nothing else it was the BIG REVEAL of

fraudulent media and its non slipped a bit in 2021 and will not for those who continually ask why

why why! A shark is a shark. A leopard is a leopard. Nuff said!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MariaTG

In the Soviet Union there was a saying about both of the two biggest newspapers, Pravda (Truth)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
https://secularheretic.substack.com/p/media-promulgation-of-official-covid
https://articles.mercola.com/members/brodiebrock12/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/brodiebrock12/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/MariaTG/default.aspx
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and Izvestija (News):

In the "Pravda" (Truth) there are no news (izvestija).

And in the "Izvestija" (News) there is no pravda (truth).

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

What makes you think this isn't just another arm of the same 'media trust' that reigns not only in

America, but globally....and which is focusing on America because the public wasn't in on, or

consenting to, the elitist driven manipulation?  Google enabled China's system of draconian

surveillance & Inquisitorial tyrannical fake social points system perfecting it for their masters to

impose on the rest of us.  Folks wanted to be com-mon with the Russians, the Chinese, the

Vietnamese, and so forth.....while dissidents with the courage to speak out or who Wed at great

cost pleaded & warned with us not to allow that here.  Who knew the same powers were perfecting

their craft behind those convenient Iron and Bamboo curtains, & that of the confessional

....ogcially religious & religiously 'humanist', colluding with cronies, allies & fellow

travelers....dupes and useful idiots....all along & to the same sorry end!  Perhaps better said: who

has the courage & humility to admit it & to resist it in the whole truth & unshaded light rather than

selective censorship & hypocrisy?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Astonished

I lost my academic job after 23 years of teaching, because I introduced my students to tools for

independent thinking. I'm glad, I did. I would have lost my job under the current insanity, anyway,

because I would have never muzzled myself and despise deeply those, who did and do for any reason

whatsoever.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
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It was clear already by March, 2020 that the ONLY question one must ask is whether they want to live in

a world like this, even if this was the Black Pneumonic Plague, killing 90% of the population. Ultimately,

people follow existential decisions, mixed with a real or imaginary sense of belonging together... "We

are in this all together..."

I agree with the professor that one must look behind the scenes, but I also taught my students to

triangulate the results of their research by Nnding out who Nnanced a study and who proNts from the

results. For a simply person, it sugces to know that as long as you have something greater to live for

than your life, you cannot be intimidated and you can think independently. As long as you know what

you want and don't use the monsters' terms (masks, vaccines and the like), but think along with your

conceptual world construct, you cannot be manipulated.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

har1272

"...I also taught my students to triangulate the results of their research by Nnding out who Nnanced

a study and who proNts from the results."

Always, follow the money for your answers.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

Astonished...

I lost my job only in the sense that I did not renew my credentials.  About the time of Obamacare, I

could already read the writing on the wall.  Laws began to change and I lost my autonomy as a

practitioner.  I hung on for a while.  I was not allowed to charge, but people could give me what they

knew in their hearts was right.  It worked very well.  Then, laws and mandates became too

cumbersome for me to comply with.  Obviously, the agenda was to put private practitioners out of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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business.  I chose to leave with my integrity intact rather than comply and not act in the best

interest of a patient.

I have moved on to pursue many other options in my life.  I believe we are all placed where we are

needed and I have adapted to changes, feeling quite content with my present circumstances.  

I have never regretted my education.  It continues to be useful to me and others, although now, I

must choose my words carefully.  The measure of being knowledgeable and competent comes

down to paying a fee for a license.  Some of the smartest people I know who make things work do

not have a college degree.

,rensmith...

Good to see you are educating people and are building a network.

To all...  

I suspect the quinine has some beneNcial effect against covid if not reversing the non-vaccine for

the disease that cannot be mentioned--also some risks.  Do some research and learn about all the

quinine substitutes used during WWII when the quinine plantations in SE Asia were captured.  

It is claimed (?) that French Maritime Pinebark (pycnogenol) is also effective.  Many things seem

reasonable and possible, but we really do not have enough data to know much for certain.

Absolutely do rely on the wisdom of elders who lived thru the Great Depression.  However, also

understand that, if at all possible, you need to return to the land and not just Nnd cheap solutions

for store bought foods.

I assume most people have a general awareness of things they need to know how to do and what

they will need to provide.

Storey's Curious Compendium of Practical and Obscure Skills

Posted On 06/06/2021
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forbiddenhealing

University censorship and corruption have been going on for a very long time as our hallowed halls of

poison ivy maintain a uniNed message.  Most propaganda is not so subtle, but more alarmist and

unbelievable.  There is usually a Nrst-strike narrative, a leap to conclusion followed by repetitious

framing of the "given."   Oswald, Arab terrorists, deadly virus and "no" treatment for corona or

wear-yer-sunscreen and avoid saturated fats begin every newsWash. This conNnes debate to their

original manure pile and most of the bubble-head public play catch-the-turd from there on out.  Stop

repeating we are a 'free democratic country', or that 'systemic racism' exists, or follow 'The Science'

.....still folks send their money to the Jimmy Swaggerts, CreWo Dollars, political candidates and donate

to age-old heart/cancer charities where Nnding a cure would end their existence. People begin lying as

little children for protection of their fragile egos and to avoid shaming; some grow up and continue

gaming the truth to fool others. They only hurt their selNsh selves.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

Thanks forbidden, you speak to truth.  THERE IS NO FREE democratic country to  begin with.  thank

you for your no bs, no parroted utopian bs words and thank you for your inWuence and comments.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Yuppir!  Families spending a fortune to teach kids to go out into the corporate world...where they

become a cog in building their own and our own prisons!! Pendulum's gotta swing back the other

way.

Addl: posted this link above, here it is again: www.bitchute.com/.../SGjnotpfvaOd

https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/wwalkerware/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/SGjnotpfvaOd/
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

harvelicious

forbiddenhealing - absolutely correct wise one. In fact, as you know, the most successful

propaganda, established using bribery, extortion, corruption, & illusions of grandeur, employs a

multi-faceted approach that incorporates the aspects you stated, but, also, more subtle means, as

well, & everything in between, to ensure 'no stone is left unturned'. The creep of marxism,

relativism & satanism is commonly done through the modiNcation of context, lack of vigilance, &

the cover of revisionism, "compromise", playing all sides, "social justice", self righteousness,

tribalism, "hopeism", fantasy, projectionism, "the greater good", "doing the right thing", "research",

"studies", "task forces" & "committees", symbolism, rituals, idol worship, "heroism",

self-aggrandizement, scapegoating, protectionism, censorship, "good vs bad", guilt shaming,

"victimhood", soliciting sympathy, charity, philanthropy, endowments, sponsorship, catering to Nve

sense perception (generate strong emotional responses), et al. Once others start doing the "dirty

work" for you, you know the propaganda has been bountifully successful & will persist long-term.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

From Plato:  "The worst kind of injustice is the pretended justice."

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

"manure pile" Forbidden - this is "life on Planet Earth" brought to you by Corporate Dictatorship -

Zombie Culture is the Dark Ages of confusion and knowledge destruction - remember, no one gets

out of here alive

https://articles.mercola.com/members/harvelicious/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Marinkos/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

el-graf

take-away:  Marshall McLuhan: Only the small secrets need to be protected. The big ones are kept

secret by public incredulity

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi el-graf, here's one for you, propaganda or not? ready for this or not?

World Economic Forum: A cyber-attack with COVID-like characteristics? (Internet blackouts) -

www.bitchute.com/.../SGjnotpfvaOd  - seems Retsbew posted a link, and I walked away to wash

dishes, this Covid-like cyber-attack came up!! More propoganda? Looks like another attempt at

creating fear and more chaos. This Billionaire's club needs to be shut down.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marago

Perfect, el-graf! Narrative of WIV lab leak is promoted now as fault China, China, China!  China, of

course engaged in many nefarious endeavors. Blame game though is intentional to obfuscate

facts.  The U.S.A. is not Lilly white. Propaganda, a very “convenient truth”. I wonder who will be the

Scapegoat in the U.S.A. ?

Posted On 06/06/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/el_2D00_graf/default.aspx
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Ronald_H

"secret by public incredulity"

Regarding that, incredulity has become so effective on the bulk of the conditioned society we have

today that several methods to create that desired incredulity are utilized against us particularly

when the secret would be otherwise digcult or impossible to hide.

Hiding In Plain Sight: The desired assumption is it is not secret nor sinister or there would be

attempts to hide it.  For example, the book "Beneath The Tides" (and other books) by Ken Bowers

contains a quote from David Rockefeller admitting to a list of nefarious objectives.  My Ron Paul

supporter friends (when he was campaigning) who are generally much more aware than most and

generally have high skills at discerning truth mostly dismissed it as a claim except for some who

overcame that tendency based upon knowing me and my reputation since I was the one presenting

that to them.  For the unconvinced, I said to publish that erroneously in a book would be libel and

certainly the author of a book wouldn't want to be sued and lose all wealth in such an easy case

particularly with Rockefellers quite capable of having the very best of lawyers to Nght it.  With that

and more, I claimed that it must be true and even then most still wouldn't believe it.  Frustrated that

it was still claimed to be unbelievable, I decided to get the actual  document that contained that

quote.  It gets better!  That quote is contained in the book "My Memoirs --an autobiography" by

David Rockefeller.

After work I will come back to list more methods of creating incredulity unless the Nne people beat

me to it which I encourage.

Please list them.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Bil23438

I always had a suspicion that Governors Cuomo and Murphy were intentionally trying to kill our seniors

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Ronald_5F00_H/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Bil23438/default.aspx
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in nursing homes by putting in COVID infected patients into those facilities. This article reinforces my

belief in that. Helps lower their budget for nursing home care. These are dark and evil days we are in. I

have posted Dr. Mercola's articles on our Nextdoor website trying to warn neighbors about what is

really going on, with mixed reactions. One particular person posted, do not believe Mercola, he is a

quack. Guess she read the lies on google. If all of us do a little something to get the truth out maybe it

will spread.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

CMT367

Most major-chain sr. care homes in USA are owned by hedge funds or private equity. They cut staff

and air quality care, so when virus came along, so did death. Cuomo is a pol who is in over his head

when a med crisis came along; he was listening the WRONG "experts". Add in the vaccine cabal,

great reset, dishonest CCP in china, and we have a "perfect pandemic storm"

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Patriot2021

I post Dr Mercola’s articles on social media constantly.  Telegram and Gab love them.  Lots of

red-pilled citizens from all over the world now know the truth.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Bil23438

3 investigations into Cuomo at this time. 15,000 nursing home deaths by his hands.

thehornnews.com/strike-out-andrew-cuomo-now-under-3-investigations/?cu..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Patriot2021/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Bil23438/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Cabochon

Reassuring to hear Prof Miller conNrming my own conclusion and that of others on this site that the

whole coronavirus farce is simply the eugenist agenda being implemented by the globalists and Gates

of Hell.  Capitalism and communism are not poles apart but are morphing into one look-alike CCP for

the Western World.  The “big lies are protected by popular incredulity” - of course they are and always

have been from World War One onwards.  Those “lions led by donkeys” take on a whole new meaning

once you accept that cannon fodder is a convenient method of population control or as Prince Philipp

opined, when asked how he would like to be reincarnated. “As a deadly virus that helps reduce world

population.” The C-19 isn’t deadly but the lies and population control mandates surrounding it are and

the spike protein injection masquerading as a “vaccine” even deadlier. We are lions led by very

switched on, technologically sophisticated donkeys.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Vladimira

I wonder then why Prince Philip had four children and all of them weird and heavy on the eyes. Do

we need that many royals? The only pretty face among the royals belongs to Meghan Markle.

There is just one self-made millionaire among the British royals and it is her.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Cabochon - "lions led by donkeys" - but the donkey is led by the carrot - and the carrot is being

held by a rod by Big Brother - moreover the donkey has characteristics that encompass stamina

and forbearance - Snake Junior has no PATIENCE - this is why he forced the Lockdown before they
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had worked out where the money spinning pseudo vaccine was going to come from - and as a

Snake he does not possess any of the advantages of the "donkey"

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

Cabochon, I disagree. You imply the general population is made up of lions. I don't believe it is. I

believe it is almost exclusively made up of lemmings. Tomorrow's slaves. Their choice.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Cabochon, Recent news has reported a sharp decrease in birth rates in the US and China, maybe

elsewhere across Europe and Scandinavia...gotta wonder if the eugenics missed their mark,

developed this giant ruse - which in my opinion is a cover for a giant transfer of wealth, either from

the middle class or from state's purchasing vaccns. As the WHO has already been captured with

Big Pharma's money and support, they have become a mouthpiece, and this is the WHO"s 3rd or

4th attempt at calling a pandemic, starting back in 2002.

PNzer and Moderna are already projecting 26 and 18 billion US in annual proNts this year

respectively, due to their covid-19 shots (developed using taxpayer funds). Appears this agenda

was pulled off to primarily to increase Big Pharma's vaccuming dollars, with zero liability for their

products; thereby increase returns to their investors, most notably the Gates Foundation. Bill's

already moving on to building a nuclear power plant in Wyoming...here's a link:

thehill.com/changing-america/sustainability/energy/556702-bill-gates-a..

Posted On 06/06/2021
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brodiebrock12

Anyone wanting to bone up on what the CCP is at its core purchase the books offered at the Epoch

Times. If read you will know the true scope of what has been coming for decades, is here and what

is the greater plan to come.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

To brodiebrock: In USA is extremely thought to Nnd unbiased news ( thanks to Bill Clinton and later

Bill Gates). DARPA?

Owner of Epoch Times has axle to grind with China( political capitalism). Germans are more

unbiased in foreign news.

Sorry, I don’t have in English(Tiananmen Square Massacre). With really pictures of burned soldiers.

To many students are so easily “combustible”, with right tactic, and small “coffers” man can

achieve much. A la “ regime change” from the screen. Arab springs. Georgia, Ukraine etc..  Who

owns Fakebook? Banks, IMF, World Bank is also used... Funny how Jelzin get Nnancial problem (

biggest bank from NY) and give power to Putin to solve the mater. BackNred....

Irish have saying:” Don’t trust British when night.”( Belfast?)

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Krofter

The foundation of CCP is the age old foundation of capitalism in the US - the socialization of

business costs for the privatization of business proNts.  George Bush did this when he got the

people of Dallas to pay for a new stadium and then sold his share of the team for a massive proNt.

 Big Pharma does this when they take research done by government agencies (paid for by US
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taxpayers) and turn that into massive proNts.  Much of the research for the current vaccines was

paid for by US taxpayers.  Big tech does the same thing.  Bill Gates got his start by taking tech

research and making it his own.  Same with Apple, Intel etc.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

katein

“ Meghan Markle” = no Princess Diana. Not even close!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi Krofter, before you lump Apple in with Gates, Intel, etc., as a mac user since the I/T started, I

have a word about Steve Jobs.  Yes The Woz, Steve Wozniak, is the original genius behind Apple,

but Steve had the Lebanese genes to sell it (his father was Syrian) and he was as altruistic as they

come, plus almost OCD (obsessive compulsive diagnosis) about design.  Steve gave computers to

schools here in Ontario, Canada.  Part of the reason being that Apple's always been so easy to

understand, it's a terriNc start for a child.  Steve had something very special, i.e., respect for us, his

market.  Gates and Jobs were inNnitely different.  We never ever had problems with viruses on

Macs for literally years and years.  Laurene, Steve's wife, kept bees in the backyard.  They lived in

the same house for the kids to feel they had a safe base.  Yes, Steve splashed out with a fancy

yacht towards the end of his life, but he was never a jerk.  Gates is worse than a jerk by far.  Tim

Cook was Steve's pick to take over his job, but my jury's still out on Mr. Cook.  There are times I

think he's hired a lot of Microsoft idiots with some of the interfering nonsense that comes up w/o

my say so.  Mostly you can get rid of it if you've been around macs a long time.  But it's insulting.

 Steve's work was level playing Neld, consider everyone a possible user and treat them well.  The

black turtle neck that he always wore for presentations was him to a T.  He didn't want to waste

time thinking about dressing.  Now all the wastes of space copycat that look.  I miss Steve's

inWuence so much and also because I think he'd have something decent to do about this mess
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today.  He was not just in it for the $$$.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Vladimira

Retsbew, I have heard from computer programmers that Microsoft paid people to create viruses so

that it can proNt from the antivirus software industry. I will not be surprised if this is true. This

seems to be Gates’ modus operandi: create a problem and then solve it for money.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Cabochon

Can’t argue with that, Vladimira. Invariably, the Royals tend not to practise what they preach. Four

children and clearly an agliate of the eugenist movement. And Prince Charles talks of “building

back better” while talking  to his plants. I don’t disagree, Stan, but the phrase was originally

attributed to the brave men who went “over the top” in the senseless killing Nelds of the First World

War when commanded by their generals. Now that we are at war again, Watsonand co, albeit a war

of a different kind, perhaps the description would be more appropriately rephrased as lions and

sheep led by donkeys, the lions being the bravely outspoken doctors and scientists and  non

compliers; the masked up sheep being the sacriNcial lambs who willingly submit to experimental

injection. A reappraisal of the reasons for the First World War is long overdue. We thought of the

generals as donkeys but I’m not so sure.  If the plan was a eugenist one, it would be easy to order

men to face almost certain death from enemy Nring. As a military exercise it makes little sense.

Transfer of wealth, rrealrose, yes but as a vehicle for transfer of power and totalitarian control

 through technology and surveillance. Vaccine passports, smart devices, Amazon Sidewalk - what’s

that all about, but more opportunities for technocratic control? Yes, I heard about the  Wyoming

plan, but what’s an unelected business man doing building nuclear anything? What next - a nuclear

bomb?  I understand the Epoch Times was set up by former CCP dissidents who came to America
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in search of freedom, Brodiebruck. Frying pan, Nre springs to mind, Marinkos.  Krofter, the practice

you describe is rife in the UK as well, taxpayer funded organisations being milked for private proNt.

“Track and Trace” the embarrassing initiative during the plandemic is one example. There is a

campaign “We Own It” (info@weownit.org.uk) to stop the sale of parts of the NHS, Krofter. How

can you sell what you do not own?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

BiomedMom1

I saw Dr. Miller talking about this (I believe it was on the Highwire w/Del Bigtree).  I would have loved to

have classes like this offered to me while I was in college.  Kudos to him for taking up this Nght, though

unfortunate the toll it's taken on his health.  Keep Nghting ... it's too important!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

JohnHasse

ABSOLUTELY   Government schooling has triumphed, for a great majority of people cannot think, and

so they MUST be 'schooled'.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

JohnHasse, as I have written many times in many different places, people have been educated not

to think. Not to challenge. They have been 'educated' to be good little slaves to the Great Money

Machines. This was a discussion I had only yesterday with two Spanish people who absolutely

defended the government's position while at the same time claiming their education system was

as good as anything in Europe! Spain was and remains a dictatorship and no one is in any hurry to
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change that. The Spanish economy is, I have read, the worst hit in the world and they defend the

actions taken to destroy it! Now if that is not a deNnition of institutionalised 'educated' insanity I

don't know what is.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

The School of Higher 'Propaganda' comes to mind!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Maritt

Joining the Free Speech Union is highly recommended - they will help their members Nght such cases.

https://freespeechunion.org  

International Links: The Free Speech Union intends to establish partnerships with like-minded

organisations overseas, including the Heterodox Academy, FIRE, the National Association of Scholars

and the Institute of Public Affairs in Australia. The aim is to create a network of organisations spanning

the globe that can act together to protect free speech.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

Maritt, thanks for the link!

Posted On 06/06/2021
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stanleybecker

Miller and I share the rejection of skewed and slanted information - this undermines and subverts all

the foundations of human integrity -without TRUTH society becomes DECADENT and as Gibbon relates

will accelerate its inevitable Fall - Miller must know that Propaganda is a tool of authority - surely this

must have been part of his curriculum - the point is that critical thinking is abhorred by Control Junkies

that advocate  a narrative that goes against the struggle for human rights - this is the puppet master

behind the curtains pulling the strings - so some BRAIN DEAD student who has been thoroughly

brainwashed joined his academic program and behaved in a REACTIONARY manner - Miller should

have seen this coming - possibly the academic setting is not the environmental Neld for sowing ideas

that might rock the boat - everyone of these academics is worrying about tenure - I see that Miller

differentiates between SOPHISTRY {which he terms as "rhetoric"} and propaganda - but the role of the

Sophists was always to persuade {which is the basis of all advertising theory} and propaganda which is

to LIE

but the motive for both activities is the conditioning and grooming of human thought - both of these

activities use the BRAIN DEAD as sounding boards for either material gain or social control - I am

unsure whether one can teach the young how to think - surely this is a matter of INSTINCT - the

understanding of the contrast between RIGHT and WRONG comes through moral Wuency - aberrant

morality means that selNsh greed which is often the result of parental interference {parents

themselves have no moral imperatives} - this deNciency must be the basis of convincing the confused

mind about how to discern right from wrong - but it becomes a rearguard action if the development of

the child is faulty - Miller is Nghting from a position of weakness against an academic system that is

inherently corrupt with its commercial endowments and socializing program that.......CONTINUED

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

CONTINUED - favors authority and rejects self independence  - academia has long insisted that the

texts and learning programs are complied with BEFORE any creative or critical thought is tolerated

- academia is in the business of preparing automatons for the Corporate Fodder machine - these
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are important issues that Miller needs to explore further

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Lakhana13

"....to persuade {which is the basis of all advertising theory} and propaganda which is to LIE  but

the motive for both activities is the conditioning and grooming of human thought - both of these

activities use the BRAIN DEAD as sounding boards for either material gain or social control..." Yes,

much of the past year has been propaganda but in the past several months, more and more reports

on UFO's have "appeared" in the news. Recently, the repetition has increased several fold with the

notion the gov isn't sure if the crafts are extraterrestrial or not. Right under our noses, "they" are

setting us up for a real or fake "invasion" of aliens, most likely right before or on July 4th. My belief

is so that no one will notice or put together the massive deaths that will occur from the shots. The

media will tell us the disappearance of people (deaths) is directly tied to the "alien invasion" - either

"kidnapping" humans or some "other-world" weapon being used to eliminate humans. Others will

tie it to Revelations of the bible - either the "rapture" disappearance or "demons" simply taking

humans. Whatever happens, the magnitude of fear will rise exponentially so much the sheeple will

be begging the UN and other global agencies to protect them which of course will amount to a total

loss of freedom and individual rights world-wide. So in the past year, "they" have tried to "persuade"

into taking the shot us and since that hasn't been working so well, it's time to role out the "big guns"

of an alien threat and we're not talking southern borders.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Stan; I found posts from two of the most highly regarded members of this site; yours and

Forbidden's, at the bottom of the page. What is wrong with this picture? I bumped you both up - or,

at least, tried to!
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hey Stan, Lakhana, Randy and everyone,  here's an interview you and everyone else will want to

listen to: - Oh my, oh dear, where's my pocket watch; conspiracy theories, BRAVE new world?  

REINER FUELLMICH with JAMES CORBETT Discussing the WHO - a Private Business, China, Fauci,

& Gates - here's the link - www.bitchute.com/.../axHYzat0WNs4  - appears a recent post.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Lakhana - the buzz at the moment isd the "FEAR of the Unknown" - so when the virus becomes

defused and suspicious through deaths and physical injuries - the puppet masters have the UFO

threat to ramp up the Fear - but why should aliens be concerned about human society and Zombie

Culture?>? - if they are so advanced in comparison to us - they would understand NATURE {to

which they are also tied} and seek cooperation instead of conquest - however the DUNCES that

coerce and rule our planet want to antagonize these advanced life forms with our destructive

arsenal of weapons -like HG Well's War of the Worlds" - so we will not allow these beings to

educate us but demonstrate hostility that will alienate these aliens - our leaders are stupid enough

to convince the Zombie Culture to be injected with poison "for their own good" - what happens

when they subject a more advanced culture to their stupidity ?? - UFO's herald more of God's

Creation but Snake Junior will take his Zombie following and lead them over the cliff because he is

irredeemable

hi Randy - saw that video some time ago - it describes the range of stupidity that only a Snake

could be involved in -  hi rose looked at the Fuelmich/ Corbett discourse - I seem to have the same

analysis as Corbett - you have to create the social groupings you would want to be part of - nothing

else matters - the Zombie Culture is never going to change - the Snake understands their
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incorrigibility - this is what he bases his predictions on - Zombies are all SUCKERS and the Snake

deals with SUCKERS mercilessly and relentlessly - the Media is in the hands of Big Brother and the

Zombie Culture follows Media cues religiously - nothing can change - it can only get worse -

Zombie Culture is gluttonous for punishment - so the Snake's sadistic fangs will continue to inject

poisonous substances into the BRAIN DEAD - because they want to be VICTIMS and the Snake

wants to be their Dominatrix - the Snake loves to torment and whip Zombies

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Stan,

So many key topics, so little time? At least Germany has alternate, viable parties; in the US its like

moving to a fringe operation! Amazing how clearly James Corbett lays out what has happened; and

how much of this discussion points back to the CCP AND THE WHO.

Cold war 2.0, civil liberties, and a bunch of other roles, surveillance technology, social credit

system tied to currency. Western media coverage is so conWicted - Need to go back and listen a

second time!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

www.bitchute.com/.../Q6vHTYoCYHDe   Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, interview with two people from Israel.

 (The schedule for "vaccination" appears to be the same as in Canada).

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Retsbew

www.bitchute.com/.../Q6vHTYoCYHDe    I've just now Nnished listening to this video.  This is the

most accurate summation of what's happening with Dr. Fuellmich that I've heard.  He dismisses the

story about the 1,000 lawyers and 10,000 scientists which appeared as false.  They did not address

Nuremberg at all in this - and because of other journalists that I've listened to, I had the impression

Dr. Fuellmich was at trial in Nuremberg, but he only lists New York, Mexico, Canada and Germany

as having heard cases.  After seeing this I would say he's still in the planning stages.  Just the

same I believe he is going to win this.  He's very thorough and a decent man.  But the damages that

are going to accrue; it's almost unimaginable at this point.  The great irony that comes out in this is

that both the German and Israeli governments appear to be corrupt. The best and probably safest

thing we can do is work on education and invite people to come to Dr. Mercola's website.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MariaTG

@Retsbew: as a German, I can conNrm: the German government IS corrupt.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Retsbew; thank you for the important links that you offer. I follow Reiner with much interest. The

system has become totally corrupt and we really need these great people to do what the common

person could never accomplish. We need an army of good, ethical lawyers; as well as doctors and

scientists to present the indisputable facts and put an end to this MEDICAL/TECHNO TYRANNY.

What is happening now around the world, is nothing less than a global attack on humanity; by less

than human entities! At this point, the fate of humanity hangs in the balance. Either we win this evil

war; or, society as we've known it, is gone forever!
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The Irony of what Israel has done with medical injections is not lost is it...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Retsbew, Do you happen to know what interview session this brief excerpt was taken from? Dr

.Wodarg and Dr. Luc Montigner having a corona committee conversation here -

www.bitchute.com/.../V57AxFqspv0t  - this clip was just posted up, appears very recent.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi rrealrose, thanks for all you contribute to this website, you're a true asset.  I just watched that

clip on Bitchute and I haven't seen it before.  Yes, it appears to be recent.  Medical types have such

weird senses of humour sometimes - the guy with the dyed hair and his reaction to 'spikes' ho, ho,

ho.  My sister's a nurse and we had to room and board the damn rats from her lab when she was a

Lab Tech; I know her funny bone quite well...  

Fairly recently I posted a warning about Bitchute terms of service changing - that Bitchute appears

to be going to the dark side.  It wasn't my material, but certainly worthy of note.  Not a good thing if

Darth's in charge now.

Part of what I've done is Graphic Design and in the video you mention:

 www.bitchute.com/.../V57AxFqspv0t    Dr. Fuellmich looks slotted into it to me.  We should all bear
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in mind that an accomplished designer can literally take a person's image and make that person

appear to say whatever is desired.  Like the stunts you can pull with Photo Shop - put your Granny's

head on Marilyn Monroe's body. Another example is when Prince Andrew fans denied the image

was real of their prince with his arm around Virgina Giuffre (previously Virginia Roberts) when she

was aged 17 at socialite Ghislaine Maxwell's London townhouse in 2001 … (Source:  The Sun, UK).

 That one's real alright.

Sorry not to be more help.  If you think a graphic's fake look at it carefully because there can be

signs - wavy lines, too many hands, feet, etc.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

And thanks to you! Just wanted your opinion. It is the ogce or home ogce of Luc Montangier, the

French nobel laureate, in the video and has thumbnail views of Corona Committee on the far right,

wasn't assuming it had been faked. But the clip is short, usually the OPAL logo also appears.

Meanwhile, while looking for the entire Corona committee session to hear the entire conversation,

when I stumbled across the link I posted under StanleyBecker: Their recent interview w James

Corbett, don't wanna miss that one!!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

juststeve

Yesterday's article, Are Your Eyes Playing Tricks on You? walks beside this article.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Siriusbe1

I love it that the truth is coming out and i love the article below. Fear  and intimidation are the weapons

for absolute control of and enslavement of humanity at this time. Where I am ,I work with children and

young people and its obvious how frightening children (to make them wear facemasks for example) is

ruining their lives by making them literally physically contract through fear.In my perception the biggest

factor in creating disease is the negative mind.Fear cripples the immune system,makes the body

contract and blocks energy Wow,all of which create issues on the physical level.Education is not about

conditioning or programming children with false knowledge downloads;it is about encouraging their

innate intelligence to Wower and the way is love and acceptance.The very word education means to

draw out that which is already innately present in a person and not to stuff false propaganda into

peoples' heads.Clearly at this time ,humanity needs a strong lesson to wake up.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

gloritrader

Wow, an unbelievable story.  But of course true.  What s happening in academia is so dangerous, but it

reWects what is happening on all social media, as we all know.  Frightening.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

steve49car

The question to those who would shut down free speech ...what the hell are you afraid of ???

Posted On 06/06/2021
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JohnHasse

They are afraid of the TRUTH.  That is why they have worked for many years to deny the existence

of absolute truth.  As YAHUSHA said 'you will know the truth, and the truth will make you free."

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

steve49car, I don't believe it's fear. They have been included in the Great Plan. They have a very

important role to play in getting the propaganda out. Journalists, had they done their job as we

believed it was, could have shut this entire Nasco down in weeks. But they didn't. Neither did the

unions. Follow the money, that great liberator of evil. There is always a trail.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Loss of perceived power, control, money and need to be right come to mind...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

You reminded me of the Ham/Bill Nye non-debate.  Ham laid down his sword & to Nye's constant

'but that's dangerous' , or but, 'you're dangerous'......never once was the obvious response made:

 WHAT is 'dangerous'  or 'dangerous to WHAT' because the 'only the originals' position has

abandoned it's solid ground& strong tower& whole truth for corruptible human authority sand from

the get-go.  Which is why the spiritual sword of the word of God, the unbreakable word of truth

couldn't be brought to bear: because both sides had abandoned truth to play the relativist&
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neutrality lie of science falsely so-called spun & wrest out of the context of the whole.  

What happened to this guy,& all like him, is that he champions false relativity& neutrality while

claiming to be standing for truth. Talk about a self-exploding position.  In such a system everybody

becomes a liar pretending they're 'neutral' or capable of utter neutrality, or of sinless perfectionism,

when they're neither: you can't have just& balanced law, or real intellectual debate, or even real

honest communication& relating on those terms.....& sooner or later it comes back to bite you in

the *** playing that game.  

Better to acknowledge it this side of the grave I always say.  And to God, not to corruptible men,

getting that straight& then proceeding from the solid ground& in the light.  

The fact is that men can come closer to the ideal or move further from the ideal, but until the one

who is called Faithful& True is here& reigning, & the sons of God are revealed& transformed at the

resurrection by his power& not their own, & after that last proving fake attempt by men& devils: it

will not be seen on this temporal planet or in this universe, nor in the new heavens & earth to come.

 It's blinding delusional pride to presume otherwise. Self-defeating. And it ends w/ just what this

gentlemen& academia, this nation& the world at large is now experiencing...as scripture said it

would!  All w/o violating free will.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

kibitzer3

What an excellent article this is - and so timely.  Thanks, Dr. Mercola; for this article, and for so much

else. Keep up the good work.  And that goes for Prof. Miller as well.  A good man, taking up important

work.  We will not get to where we need to go without this sort of awareness.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

arunge
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This happened to me, albeit on a much smaller scale, at Ohio State Univ.  I had returned to university at

age 50 to Nnish my degree and I found a completely different style of teaching/learning.  In a poetry

class during workshop, one student was told by the professor that she could not use the word "virgin"

in her poem because it may trigger other students' anxiety.  Another student was told that he had a

duty to society as a writer to write content that does not upset or challenge others.  I could not believe

what I was hearing, thought the students were being censored and felt it was my duty to challenge the

professor about it.  On another day, the entire lecture was devoted to Emily Dickenson--not the genius

of her poetry, but that she may have had *** tendencies.  When I asked whether we were actually going

analyze her writing, I was chastised by the teacher for not being sensitive to the culture of LGBTQ in

the classroom.  What ensued was even more surprising--a majority of the students sided with the

professor and the head of the department sent me a letter stating that I violated school policy and that

I would be banned from the class.  

I fear that the days of free expression and robust intellectual discussion, even if discomforting, are

over.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

WL4816

Did the the university keep all of your tuition money? By getting rid of you (you're not the only one),

they served the school's PR by reducing the class size and thus the student-teacher ratio.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Kudos for not bowing to it.  Can't tell you the number of zombies& neo-elitists that used to be

rational friends lost to that system.  Incidentally, Kinsey's criminal& fraudulent work inexplicably

allowed to stand from either a legal or a scientiNc standpoint was carried on at Ohio State as well

as Indiana. Another true hero for truth in academia who should be remembered is Judith
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Reisman,& all those honest enough to point back past Charles Darwin & Huxley to the root w/

Erasmus Darwin& new Corinthian pagan craft&mores.

Why I told them to shove it& read collegiate level& old books as well as new on my own. I knew that

to pursue my true loves of writing& history, I'd have to compromise& Nt to the controlled market.

Better to be free& drive a truck in a more honest profession...lol!  Pursuing truth also leads to God

which is what the controllers,every nicolaitan& elitist master of craft,& their controlling spirit in turn

really hate.

Truth doesn't fear exposure or comparison,& free, adult, whole men& women don't live in fear of

offense or in blind pretense like a two-year-old or soul-less entity unless they're willfully twice

dead....God, not man, making that Nnal determination as only He is capable of.  

What a rip-off of tyrannical manipulative control& exploitation keeping people powerless, in

bondage& fear the dumbing down& demoralizing indoctrination& conditioning temples have

become.  That psych-sorcery& drugs ...electronic or pharma...lobotomizing& crippling seems to be

the m.o. these days. Fornication& sorcery their only permissible means& driving force to the end of

the love of money& power, the root of all evil, their preferred idol.  Their preferred& blanket

adjective, adverb, noun& verb beginning with 'f' self-deNning& self-labeling what they've limited

themselves to, & wish to limit all others to.  While all that's good, true, right& pure is a target w/ the

other blanket label 'r' word gragti'd across them tho all of choice, nothing of melanin.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

dmckinnie

Seems to me like the Right has its Q-anon conspiracies and its ridiculous lies, and the Left has main

stream media propaganda with its more subtle “scientiNc” “facts”.  Both sides are duped by what they

want to believe. The Right wants to believe their white supremacist society will go on forever and want

to destroy progress.  The Left wants a better society but their better instincts are being led astray by

powerful private interests who want to accumulate all the wealth and power to satisfy their selNsh

greed. We don’t help the whole by being followers but by thinking analytically and critically and by

being allowed to contribute our own opinions without censorship.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

From Mahatma Gandhi:  "The world has enough for everyone's needs, but not for everyone's greed."

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The scope of MSM compared to the very marginalized Q anon club is vast. 6 major corporations

control media and is worth ? (take a guess). Simply not remotely comparable. The vast majority of

rational conservative voters don't know the difference between Q or L anon more less T.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

That is the simplistic dialectic media description of it.  The truth is that folks on both supposed

'sides' are much more Wuid because of truth & real circumstances; & we all like sheep have gone

astray.  Which Shepherd & father a person follows, that of truth or that old father of lies is what

guards & guides a person, & if they think they guide themselves absolutely, determining their own

'truth',  or buy into Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law...then they're hopelessly blind &

deceived, & without a compass, anchor or shelter from the get-go.

You can tell the truth from either 'side' or you can lie from either 'side' which are artiNcial constructs

the philosophers of craft put up & seek to steer & group people into.  Truth supercedes both.  The

things you can't prove one way or the other must be held loosely.  

Frankly, I like the term media literacy.....really just true critical thinking & researching skills, real

literacy & necessary to any honest intellectualism or endeavor.  We just called it critical thinking
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and proving in homeschool, and always emphasized the surveying of all sides of an issue &

comparing them, noting that truth doesn't fear being exposed & there is no such thing as neutrality

ultimately.  It's a narrow way, and road less traveled of a truth....but so worth it, because it's true

freedom, while disarming poisonous bitterness and pride, and the merciless karmic counterfeit of

true justice. True champions of truth will 'work' to Nnd & promote it for free, and sacriNce for it,

 because it becomes part of who they are.  It's puriNed by repenting of & turning away from

demonstrated & proven lies.  

"Q" and CNN wokester stuff are just the WWE show set up for those who blindly receive whatever

they're fed soulishly by the media producers prostituted to that media trust spoken of here.  Such

blind faith & carnal blindness then just naturally spill over into consequential physical nutrition &

health choices etc.  Think about it.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Marinkos, Gandhi was a corruptible man w/ one eye closed by choice.  He allowed his wife to die of

a treatable disease, & slept naked with little girls, deNling them, in order to prove his 'holiness' &

'detachment' to himself & others.  He was very good at seeing corruption in others, just not his

own.  Is that not the point of this article & media literacy, seeing through one-sided, half- and

partial-truth propaganda, as well as whole lies?  The most effective lies & propaganda have truth

mixed in with poisonous & destructive lies.  

Whole truth turns us from hindering idolatry to humility & God, voluntarily limiting ourselves so as

not to exploit others, & especially those dependent upon us.  That humility is also the only thing

hindering anyone from elitist & karmic force, justifying whatever one can accomplish by hook or by

crook manipulation whether it be active & direct, or passive & indirect.   And it protects us from the

bondage of constant offense & bitterness that comes of pride & selective narrow-mindedness that

shuts out convicting & inconvenient truth which cuts both ways.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Marinkos

Fundamental: Do you see world in black and white only? Colorblind?  “You can tell the truth from

either 'side' or you can lie from either 'side' which are artiNcial constructs the philosophers of craft

put up & seek to steer & group people into.  Truth supercedes both. The things you can't prove one

way or the other must be held loosely.“ ... “there is no such thing as neutrality ultimately.  It's a

narrow way, and road less traveled of a truth....” Bill Clinton deregulated media responsibility to tell

the “truth” from both sides. Then you get only one side story. Mostly corporation side in America...

I know that you’re against dialectic thinking. It needs effort, time, understanding and be very well

informiert, what is lacking to much in USA under private corporate media. To be honest, I don’t care

what somebody is doing in his own bedroom.... What is legal and what is illegal aren’t same things

in EU, USA and India. So please, before attacking the messenger, provide the link or girls age group

to show unbiased facts. I will not tell curry Indians what they need to do.

I am not British. Truth is lacking big at home her in USA to( leader of the free world?), but plenty of

UFO sightings...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

missmonty

great video. funny thing is that whenever an advertisement comes on the TV I not only mute it but I turn

my head not to watch it. I have been doing this for the last 15 years. I know and understand the

damage it is and has been doing.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware
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EILEENRUTH the word 'comrades" is more closely associated with communists and communists

governments.  In the "liberty" world perhaps the old term "compatriot" or "compatriots" would be more

satisfactory in achieving your/our goal of educating  or re-educating our populaces.  thanks.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The truth of soul liberty worked well for awhile in America though under elitist ...religious &

pretending not to be both....attack to subvert & redeNne from the get-go, requiring humility,

diligence & constant vigilance to maintain.  The right to free association, freedom to assemble, to

separation etc are what keep the 'com' of tyrannical corporatism from swallowing up liberty w/

selective depersonalization, while true freedom of information ....which no true religion fears btw

or hides from...keeps it all in balance.  

Sadly, in this fallen world, the right to keep & bear arms is also a necessary preventive:  power

corrupts & absolute power corrupts absolutely.   We've allowed too much centralization &

monopolization (what a mocking misnomer 'trust' is for what that 'media trust' thing really is!!)

 ...so we have a bigger monstrosity to resist than if we'd avoided the 'all in com-mon', 'com-mon

ground' (censoring & illegitimately outlawing distinctives), 'com-munism' lies 'com'pletely.  

And fascism is just it's other arm.  

Truth expose them both.  But when men reject the only antidote for one of the perversions of real

liberty, then the tired old cycle of illegit libertinism & tyranny just repeats itself until men repent &

return to it voluntarily, or God in his mercy & wisdom Nnally says, 'Enough,'  and allows

consequential judgment, chastening, or puts a Nnal end to it.   I would add sacriNcially, but one of

the big marks of manipulative tyranny is to demand the sacriNce of somebody else's blood, sweat,

& property....while exempting one's own.  That's why in ALL socialist societies you have layered

elite, crony/prostituted, and masses bloody, tyrannical, occulted & dishonest shuck & jive pyramid

schemes.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

larrydmi

Thank you both for all your work to expose the lies & unearth the truth twitter blocks anything from Dr

Mercola I get tweets suppressed from there all the time & youtube I do not do anymore I use alternates

like Bitchute freetube rokNn & others I quit Facebook a few years ago

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MoMac46

Thank you Dr Mercola for this article, and I hope Professor Miller is successful in his court case.

Propaganda is in everything, there is no escape from it, except out in nature.  Retsbew : I totally agree

with you regarding Dr Reiner Fuellmich. Thank you for your post & link. Vladimira: whilst I don't agree

with you regarding Megan I guess beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MoMac46

Just received 2 pop ups on my phone

1. Here in the UK the under 30's are now invited to take up the offer of the Vaccine yes they are still

pushing it loud and clear.

2. Tony Blair (a former UK Prime Minister) has just declared that the vaccinated should be allowed

more freedom than the unvaccinated - shocking - so now more division!  - (He was the PM along

with USA president Bush who brought on the needless war when there were no weapons of mass

destruction)  The UK is just as corrupt as the other governments of the world.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just how effective has Fuellmich efforts been? Has there been ary real game changing in-roads

made or are his and his teams efforts lost and buried in paperwork?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi MoMac, as an expat I follow the news in England.  Tony Blair and Bush qualiNed to be charged

over the WMD (weapons of mass destruction) scenario they started that Wew around the world.

 Two journalists in DC did an expose including time and date stamped emails between Blair and

Bush.  To this day I cannot believe nothing was done and the two of them escaped free of

repercussions to continue their rhetoric.  I am gobsmacked with your news about Blair once again -

now recommending more division with vaccinated being given more freedom than unvaccinated.  

Something I've noticed twice now from Dr. Reiner Fuellmich is that he quietly mentions that the

pensions in Europe have disappeared and that Europeans don't know this yet.  I don't know if he

includes the UK in this or not because the term European may be used as a wide expression to

include the UK. - Though since he is a German I would think he refers to those "on the continent?"  

If this is true there will be massive reaction to it and rightfully so.  

I have a very small pension from my time with Canadian Mental Health, run by a reliable Nrm in

Quebec.  Ironically it keeps me from  beneNts I will need in dental care later on.  But hey, the Liberal

government (PM Justin Trudeau known to want a seat on the UN), continues to whinge on about

guaranteed income for all.  Women no longer have to pay tax on feminine hygiene products here

either, but there was no offer of reimbursement to those of us who paid that tax a large portion of

our lives.  It's all in the timing isn't it?!  

The teachers in Canada have much better incomes than they do in the states.  Tenure is the golden
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apple here too.  Ironically I've read that the teachers' pension fund has large investments in China.

 The best teachers I had were the nuns from the Sisters of St. Paul's.  My granddaughter, who

adores school and is broken hearted that it has stopped now in Ontario, is in French Immersion.

 Her public school teachers are wonderful.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The real deal with Blair...and Bush both....lies in the corporate religion-political thing that Blair

joined himself to publicly, and which Reagan reinserted into American politics ogcially through

concordat & diplomatic recognition.  (Unogcially that manipulation worked through co-adjutor

agitation & occulted manipulation long before that...but had to work harder to insinuate itself

through the mob, exploiting immigration, the darkness of the confessional & covert machine

reporting back to Rome.  Not that she's the only one, but she is the original model & mother of it all,

constantly striving to be at the head of all craft, the inheritor of Babylonian order with many allies

working covertly & occultly, dishonestly, as she.)  

Avro Manhattan and  J.A. Wiley should be included in the list of forbidden books, as well as the

Authorized English Bible.  If Rome and her 'com'-mon grounders want to make their arguments,

then Nne, but they should be forced to do it in the light, letting all the accused fall-guys have their

equal time & rebuttal to her manipulations.  

What is happening in our universities & schools & media feels, smells and acts like the Inquisition

& pagan despotism of caste for a 'com'-mon reason: and those books listed above were commonly

known by scholars & easily available even 25 years ago when I Nrst began researching these

things, only that particular Bible considered a 'threat' and still on that ogcial Vatican V er bo ten

list.  The others merely 'disappeared' through publishing monopoly & control, & search engine

manipulation.

He who answereth a matter before he heareth it, that is folly & shame to him.  Feel free to include

we s-he's in 'com'-mon humanity to that true statement: we're all mature & grown-up enough to

understand the nature of linguistics & the general history & rules of language I would hope...though
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the thief comes to lie, steal & destroy.  Else this is all a pointless exercise in futility.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Computerguy

Arunge, my daughter is 12. Hardly an adult, and her mother has instructed her to not make the choice

herself.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

debchosen

Tactics straight out of "Rules for Radicals" play book and the CCP.  

I highly recommend  "The Chief Witness," which is a factual account of the so called "CCP re-education

camps: by someone survived it.    You will be astonished to read the communist are using the EXACT

same playbook to take down the people of America and Take Over our land that they used on other

countries.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fvtomasch

Here's another article about Fauci

 www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-06-fauci-lied-millions-died-conspiracy-hyd..

Posted On 06/06/2021
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quiltingmatilda

Great, now we have trail by Twitter.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MariaTG

I only wonder, how could Prof. Miller teach freely about the lies of propaganda after 9/11?  And about

the Kennedy murder? Without being shut up?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rensmith23zohomail.com

This insistence on masking is religious in nature.

A rumor has it that a bunch of the Davos club are Lucifereans. There's a mask website called

Luciferean Apotheca. It has black cloth and gator masks used for religious rites as well as Nltering out

the "diseased breath" of others nowadays.

No masks here. We're still alive.

"Faces are murder."

"People are plagues."

"Breath is death."

Submitted for the approval of the Ministry of Truth.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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MariaTG

Unite for Peace and to Restore Freedom Rally - YouTube www.youtube.com/watch   Mark Crispin Miller

speaks from h 1:32 - 2:05.

He fears some evil event coming in the next time, to put new restrictions on the people. Cf.

alt-market.us/cyberpolygon-will-the-next-globalist-war-game-lead-to-an..

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Glad for the lawsuit, but have a couple notes on what limit the positive effect for free pursuit of the

truth.  This 'late' entry student request is a pretty obvious set-up inNltration activist sent in for a reason.

 Co-adjutor.   The professor takes the 'high ground' but that is easy to set-up, discredit & exploit.  I've

lost count of the churches transformed or taken down by this tactic.  One of the latest guys doing this

was the fake Independent Baptist King James only fundamentalist Steven Anderson's operation that

began with a media campaign where he was tazed at the border screaming like a little girl....going on

to misrepresent scripture & the Gospel in a hateful, unscriptural way.....playing the dialectic divisive

game in a way fairly obvious & smelling 'off' to experienced & mature Bible believers w/ the Holy Spirit

of truth.  

One-eyed positivity is a set-up: you need both eyes wide open & to speak whole truth right out in the

open & in the light to have the protection of God's truth & light in which there is no shadow of turning or

partiality.  No spring puts out both sweet and bitter water, & there is no such thing as absolute

impartiality with fallible & limited men.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Forgot to mention a key thing about how Anderson's operation worked: he would train folks in his

'church', and then send them out to pose as impartial seekers to join solid biblical independent

churches.  Once received they would 'work' the congregation looking for any weak links, grievances

etc....and begin inserting Anderson's doctrinal deviations back towards Romanism, casting doubt &

aspersions on the pastor & leadership etc.  The result was frequently church

splits...'transformations', or deaths, with a remnant of faithful driven underground as history

repeats & Babylon marches on & back to the pursuit of global power.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

M.H.Deal

Call his proposed school Edward Bernays Institute.   Bell the cat.  Bernays was Freud's nephew.

Yep, Mercola is a Chicagoan to quote W. Clement Stone.  Takes one to know one.  True blue

Chicagoans are sarcastic, cynical, and skeptical.  

As for the academy going down the tubes, consider that Princeton University has declared that degrees

in Classics will no longer require adherents to learn Latin and Greek.  Huh?   The degrees will be

granted in classical ignorance.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Luvvvy

Great guest Dr.M.  While listening to this i empathized and remembered a recent academic experience.

  This spring while attending a simple evening community college business course on-line, (as a

mature student) in which I was doing well, - presented a really good group project, aced open book

tests, class participated etc. I made one huge misstep... it happened when I typed in an innocent reply,

the word “not” contradicting a young student who offered up B.Gates as an example of an excellent
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CEO.  Apparently the word - “not” triggered the instructor, a woke telecom manager because he dialed

in instantaneously and asked me to go on microphone and debate my position.  I explained how BG

had changed businesses from computer to vaxxeens for proNts, as I’d seen BG say on video, etc.etc.,

and he was incredulous.  He said he’d worked at the Foundation and it was “super cool” and beyond

ethical to just give money away as they do.  I kept my rebuttal civil and asked for others to join the

discussion but there were no takers.  Thereafter, in the following 3-4 weeks, the instructor never

acknowledged me once.  It was very Nshy.  The duped devil in him held on to his irrational anger

towards me for airing my opinion against Gates..  At the end of then session, according to test scores I

knew what I’d earned and he had dropped my Nnal grade substantially, as the last word. ..  I am trying to

understand why people feel so threatened these days and want to cancel others when they speak their

minds and promote investigation, especially in schools..  inWated egos, afraid of the Truth I’m

guessing.  God go with and bless you Dr. Miller!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

Luuvy, I suspect it has more to do with a very strange psychological phenomenon by which

someone who thinks they might have been duped Nnds it doubly hard to admit it because it makes

them look like a fool. This is a very well documented phenomenon. Given this, it is clear to see why

so many people are now turning ever more to propaganda as their saviour. Facing the truth is a

disturbance to their psyche. They have opted to acknowledge they are being lied to by defending

the liars. This is an incredibly digcult situation to reverse. And the bad guys know that.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

WL4816

"The Telecom[munications] bill of 1996, signed by Bill Clinton, set the seal on the creation of a media

monolith, The Media Trust, which had already started in earnest under Reagan."
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It's part of the neoliberal (neofascist) deregulation agenda, in this instance applying to the media and

telecommunications industry. The main feature of the legislation enables the "consolidation" of

companies into big monopolistic entities, such as cable internet providers and TV broadcasters.

Among other things, it enables privately owned internet providers to monopolize the territory where you

live, allowing you little or no choice of equivalent competing providers at a lower price. Same thing for

TV broadcasters. For example, it enables the right-wing Sinclair media to own multiple TV stations in

your area and thus inWuence the minds of your friends, family and neighbors (media-generated

"dittoheads," as Rush Limbaugh would say) in ways that Sinclair executives, big shareholders, and

advertisers approve of. The bill wasn't written by Clinton, but by a usually unnamed Republican

lawmaker hiding in the shadows. As president, Clinton was required to sign it into law because the

majority of Congress approved it. The deregulation agenda is a right-wing pro-Big Business campaign

to dismantle the regulatory structure that was set forth by the FDR New Deal in the 1930s, in this

instance, to break up and prevent the formation of monopolies (the most egregious example of the

neoliberal deregulation agenda is the dismantling of the Glass-Steagall Act, which enabled Wall Street

to cause and perpetuate the global Nnancial crisis).

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Computerguy

I'm beside myself because my wife is practically having a nervous breakdown to think of sending my

daughter to school next year unvaccinated. She follows the CDC website religiously and is determined

to have this done before school next year.

I'm the only thing keeping this from happening. I feel outnumbered and have already been accused of

talking crazy by her. I'm unsure she will even read the articles I've read.  We are very deeply separated

on the issue and my daughter feels the strain. She wants to make us happy but can't because of our

opposite views.

And honestly I get it, My wife believes she's protecting her child by what she thinks and so do I. I just

feel like I'm going to lose this argument since she usually Nnds a way to get her way.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

arunge

If your daughter is an adult, let her decide.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

blessthebeasts

I feel for you. It blows my mind though,  that your wife would think that an experimental injection

would protect your daughter!  Have you looked at Childrenshealthdefense.org? There's lots of

information there on vaccine injuries that is never mentioned in mainstream media.  Good luck.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

There's a birth mother in prison right now for the crime of keeping her minor daughter from

court-ordered and -enabled *** rape, & pastors & fathers going to jail for not calling their dna &

visibly undeniably vagina or penis-endowed children by their evident, obvious & demonstrable

gender.  And fathers who wanted to keep & raise the children they shared in bringing into being

have no voice to save their lives if the mother claims that dna demonstrably & visibly ultrasound &

otherwise unique individual person is just a few impersonal cells in her own body.  

Good luck, but we've allowed a very ugly critter to grow in the darkness to a dangerous & very

powerful, tyrannical size, demanding conscientious compromise & lack of free will choice for those

capable & legitimately responsible, & exploiting (and in the case of autism etc...creating) those

who cannot by manipulation, Wattery & initiation into bondage before they have the ability to truly

understand, let alone to freely choose.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

greenskycomcast.net

And they found the passport of one of the "highjackers" in the rubble of the Twin Towers.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

blessthebeasts

Just donated. The fact that this man's career and reputation could be destroyed over this stupid

fucking  mask nonsense enrages me. It is proof of the power of propaganda to eliminate even basic

 common sense.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

versatile

The pandemic is not sub-rational manipulation, not covert manipulation, it's simple straightforward,

outright manipulation. WebMD deNnes manipulation as : Guilt, complaining, comparing, lying, denying,

feigning ignorance or innocence, blame, mind games.

and says..

People who manipulate others have common traits that you can look for. They include:

They know your weaknesses and how to exploit them

They use your insecurities against you

They convince you to give up something important to you, to make you more dependent on them
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If they are successful in their manipulation, they will continue to do so until you are able to get out of

the situation

and...

Other signs of manipulation include:

Location Advantage: A manipulator will try to bring you out of your comfort zone and places that you

are familiar with to have an advantage over you.

Manipulation of Facts: A manipulator will actively lie to you, make excuses, blame you, or strategically

share facts about them and withhold other truths.

Exaggeration and Generalization: Manipulators are experts in exaggeration and generalization.

Cruel Humor: This tactic used by manipulators is meant to poke at your weaknesses and make you feel

insecure.

Gaslighting: This tactic is used by the manipulator to confuse you and make you question your own

reality. The manipulation happens when you confront the abuse or lies and the manipulator tells you

that it never happened.

Passive- Aggression: ... chronic (long-term) manipulators will use this tactic to make you feel guilty,

and give backhanded compliments.

Constant Judging: The manipulator does not hide their manipulation behind humor or “good fun.” In

this case, they are openly judging, ridiculing, and dismissing you.

-----

it only takes a few minutes of listening to the latest news about COVID to spot many of the above

examples.  A few hours and any normal human would simply lose track and give up.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Guy_StHilaire

An extremely good article regarding propaganda and the control of it on humanity .It so much more

important at this time of our existence and the survival of humanity ,to QUESTION everything .Leave no

stone unturned.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Patriot2021

How can students today be objective when the entire education system has been controlled by

leftists/socialists/communists for over 30 years?  Children are being indoctrinated, not educated.  You

see the product in today’s SJWs.  Truly frightening.  But here a hopeful video of a citizen pushing back

with facts:

www.bitchute.com/.../pFuT1oqac9HH

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Good_Hands

I work in higher ed, but I suspect that's coming to an end. We're expected to be vaccinated and back on

campus by August, though medical and religious exemptions are allowed. If they mandate masks for

the unvaccinated I will revolt, and, given the extreme level of liberal bias and brainwashing that exists

within the campus community, I will likely be shown the door. Time to cultivate some relationships with

a few good lawyers, methinks.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose
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Or Nnd another school looking for teachers? However, things are starting to unravel, so it depends

on how fast that may occur. Stay tuned.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

A friend of mine has a daughter who just chose Hillsdale College to attend. Now that is a wise choice!

The free online courses on the constitution are superb for anyone who wish to become more

constitutionally literate too...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

Hillsdale is probably the best choice of any higher education establishment available anywhere

today.   Please support them with all your might.   Thanks.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fvtomasch

www.naturalnews.com/2021-06-05-fauci-collusion-zuckerberg-fearmonger-c..

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fra1531
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This is what "unity" is all about.  Follow along with the rest of the lemmings.  Trust us - we know whats

best for you.  Don't worry, be happy.  It totally shocks me how deep and far the level of stupidity has

reached.  People have given up their right to think for themselves.  To ask valid questions, to

investigate.  Thank you for this article, Dr. Mercola!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

'Unity' without the right to abstain is just fornicating union, and rape.  Soulish rape.  Inquisition.

 Tyranny.   Nothing 'free' about it.  In agreement!   Have to say, though: without truth, it's just an

empty & meaningless term for the most powerful to Nll w/ whatever they arbitrarily choose &

impose.  Classic survival of the Nttest karmic & no responsibility mentality that this is a

consequential symptom of.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

dpm39560

Dr. Mercola needs to change the subtitle of his website - to "Take Control of your FREEDOM!"  

His existing subtitle, "Take Control of Your Health" was great, while that was still his main focus, and I

love it that I can get well-researched, scientiNcally veriNable health information here that I can get

nowhere else. But any regular reader here will agree that our health is no longer Mercola's primary

focus. It is *A* focus, but these days, it seems his primary focus is on the abridgement of our freedoms

and massive attempts to control every aspect of US. That's not bad, not at all. It's just not primarily

health.

All in favor, signify by raising your hands. Wow! Will you look at that! Just about everyone agrees.

MERCOLA: Take Control of your FREEDOM!
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

juststeve

Most of us long for the days of popping in here for the consistent evolution of ever increasing

information to build a healthy life and body. The unfortunate situation is if Doc, We & others do not

Ngure out a way to reverse the already existing strangle hold Digital, monster corporations & banks

hold and dictate, there will be no way to practice a path to health, or to have a healthy functioning

society. The ultimate goal of the skunks is to make anything and everything they do not want to

exist, to evaporate.

We almost need two newsletters, one for Freedom, one for health. Unfortunately if we lose the

Freedom, we can never have the health.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Lizschneider53

I agree!!  Let's 'take control of our Freedom'!!! $ $ $  $ $ $

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

I respectfully disagree.  The infringements on our freedom cost many lives, by not allowing the

truth to be told about hydroxychloroquine & Ivermectin.  By suppressing that information as well as

censoring the many doctors & scientists who had Nrst-hand knowledge & experience with these

medications, as well as the need for an adequate vitamin D level, the health of the entire nation

suffered dramatically.  Thousands needlessly died.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

You can't focus on health if you don't have the freedom or life to do so.   You're assuming that the

folks here only read Dr. Mercola & either do no research of opposing views themselves, or lack the

ability or right to do so!   Dr. Mercola doesn't claim to be the sole authority that I've seen, & has

made known his philosophical differences with numerous guests he's nonetheless had on his

program known: with regard to all the aspects of covid, health freedom, and wise, free & informed

health choices.  Sure you don't have bit of conditioned or vested interest kneejerk reaction going

there?  None of us are totally exempt of that either, & the only real sin & folly, or telltale sign of a

tyrant or a see-no-evil pragmatically winking type, is pretending otherwise.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

sgfattouh

I want to take his class.  Teaching us how to sort out the truth is imperative.  If my beliefs are

unfounded I want to be set straight. I have a dialog with my nephew for this exact reason.  We send

each other articles framing our reasons for our opposite beliefs without judgements.  It has been eye

opening for us both. We haven't changed each others minds yet but we enjoy the open dialog. Everyone

please explore all sides no matter your beliefs. Understanding why some one believes what you believe

is false is a start for Understanding how to see what is happening to both our freedoms.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

JohnHasse

You bring out an important point:  Only if people are DESIRING to Nnd and hold the truth will they

Nght the propaganda lifestyle.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Ha, have listened to his story in several interviews; wouldn't it be great if some independent hosting

channel gave him a place to hold Mark Crispin Miller's course online, a summer class on

propoganda?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Sminkly

I thank Dr. Miller,Dr. Mercola and there partners in Truth.Finally more and more educated people come

forward Are not afraid to speak out and most of all they can not be bought by BIG MONEY like Horror

Gates. It sure is hard to understand that so many educated Drs Prof etc can be bought to tell  such

false propaganda. Some will just doing anything for money makes no difference how Nlthy it is. Thank

you Nr our Good ones makes my life so good and better.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

kentmckee

From my experience so far, the mask wearers and vaxers are the type of people who live on the edge of

reality anyway and will take up any cause that makes them feel signiNcant. I'm not saying they are

fanatics but I'm not saying they're not....kind of like people who go way overboard with religion, we've

all met those kind of people.....if pushed ever so slightly, they are angry, almost violent individuals and

show their true colors without shame.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

So very true Kenmckee!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Very religiously stated....lol.  Not angry, just sayin'

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

mar797092

Then please explain to me why surgeons wear masks.?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

If you need an explanation for that - no one can help you!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

kentmckee
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Surgeons wear masks to prevent their respiratory droplets from contaminating the surgical Neld

and the exposed internal tissues of our surgical patients. The CoVID-19 pandemic is about viral

transmission. Surgical and cloth masks do nothing to prevent viral transmission. We should all

realize by now that face masks have never been shown to prevent or protect against viral

transmission. Which is exactly why they have never been recommended for use during the

seasonal Wu outbreak, epidemics, or previous pandemics. The current mask mandates in some

states are intended for a totally different purpose and have nothing to do with the spreading of

germs etc.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Its certainly not because their masks block particles less than 1 micron. Even the N95 masks are

claimed to only be effective down to 3 microns. The only true way to avoid anything is to lock

yourself into a self contained bubble where nothing gets in or out. Lets see how we as a society

functions in that scenario...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

mar 797, surgeons wear masks so they don't drool and snot  in your guts while you sleep

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

a drooling snotty surgeon...now that is a question I need to ask about on my next surgical consult :)
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

blessthebeasts

You are a great example of the level of mindlessness we are dealing with. Surgeons wear masks

during surgery to protect the patients and themselves from bacteria and bodily Wuids that might be

splashed around. Nothing to do with viruses!  Did you ever see doctors, in all their wisdom, wearing

masks in any other setting?  Before covid that is!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

JudyCharl

Mar797092, masks are Nlters. The material used in a standard surgical mask (by far the more

common type of mask) reduces transmission of BACTERIA. Both bacteria and viruses are

microscopic microbes, but they are very different. Bacteria are living cells, while a virus is a

particle that requires a host cell to replicate. A coronavirus virion (particle) is spherical, averaging

around 125 nanometers in diameter. Compare that to bacteria’s 1,000-nm size. It’s a grape

compared to a grapefruit. A surgical mask whose purpose is to block bacteria will do little to

prevent passage of the smaller coronavirus particle.

The science is out there, stop believing everything you’re being told by the main stream media. Do

some research and question everything. That’s the whole point of this article!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

00

Because when you operate on someone - you lean over them... and droll does happen to us all !!
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 Just a drop and you, well, you can see what I am getting at.

And operate - cutting them open - is a lot more worrisome than talking to someone.

BTW, I had open heart surgery a bit over a year ago... and I was wheeled into the operating room

without a mask and no one in there had one on yet, I think it was to make me comfortable, but

that's just my thought now, then they put the plastic oxygen mask and me and by golly - I woke up

later okay.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

To keep sputum & such out of the open sterile zone.....and God help the person on either side of

them if they sneeze w/ a lot of mucous....lol.  They're trained not to turn their heads because that

directs the mucous & sputum droplets etc right into that sterile zone, defeating the purpose.  And

they only impair their breathing while in surgery....not 24/7, or else they'd be mentally compromised

& unable to continue in that Neld!

Only a full containment suit with enclosed oxygen etc can contain viruses....if all conditions are

perfect & no human error or accident is contemplated or admitted.  Look up pictures of what folks

working in biolevel 4&5 labs wear when working with such.  And look up the historical cases of lab

violations of procedure written up by the reporting agencies for Wuhan & other such labs.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

thoman

Oh good grief.  All the hullabaloo about wearing a mask!  Why aren’t people screaming about their

rights when you must wear pants?  Or women may not go topless?  And the big lies?  I’ve heard more

lies from you than anyone. By the way, I’m hoping you noticed that the number in inWuenza was very

low this year.  Is this due to wearing masks - or is it due to the Wu shots that more got this year than
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usual???

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

It's because they were reported as covid for the story line.  Like my friend who died of heart attack,

yet was vented upon emergency arrival at the hospital for the guaranteed money & coded as a

covid death while her two protesting nurse daughters were detained in the waiting room.  Upon

later billing considerations & her superior insurance coverage, the death coding was quietly revised

to being due to a cardiac event.  Do you suppose they adjusted the ogcial covid count?

And I do not breathe through my breasts, my vagina or my anus.  Covering them protects me from

the elements while not threatening my life, or attracting perverse & unwanted, perhaps forcible &

tyrannical, attention & violation.   How old are you?  Six?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

thoman it is far more likely that this Ngure is lower because those suffering from the Wu have been

rolled up into the Covid statistics to inWate the sense of danger. I suspect bronchial, pneumonia

and heart disease Ngures have also been included. Figures explored by Dr. Vernon Colman, who

has made a very solid argument, tells us this is the case.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

To read this article which uses the word "democracy" at least 4 or 5 times describing some form of
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idealistic government that we all live under and aspire to "take back" or "protect" or "expand" is

bewildering to me.  NOTICE!  The United States of America, where I live, where Dr. Mercola lives and

which WAS the beacon of hope for LIBERTY FOR the world IS A CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC.  NO

FOUNDING DOCUMENT, as in the United States Constitution and the Declaration of Independence,

CONTAINS THE WORD DEMOCRACY.  In fact the founders, ALL of the founders,   realized the obvious

pitfalls of a government system based on the tenants of a god*&^% democracy.  Persons such as the

good educator who is the subject of this article, Dr. MERCOLA and all of us commenting on these

pages SHOULD STOP, STOP, STOP using the word "democracy" when describing what you want to "take

back", "preserve", "protect" and all that utopian bullcrap.  GODAMIT, STOP.  If you want to take

something back, TAKE OUR REPUBLIC BACK.  LEARN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COMMUNIST,

SOCIALIST, FASCIST====ALL ARE DEMOCRACIES,  AND A REPUBLIC. AND START your

teaching/education from a point of "truth".  Being correct IN YOUR LANGUAGE is imperative for

success--if this is what we want.  PLEASE, PLEASE you "educators" with your big platforms promoting

big agendas, like health and liberty and freedom, KNOW YOUR SUBJECT OR SHUT THE F UP!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

The # 1 reason WHY every child in America needs to understand the constitution and just why it

was set up as it was. The simple mistake of associating democracy with a constitutional republic

proves this point.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

wwalkerware

right Brodie, and don't forget the old adage "be careful what you wish for".   Keep harping on "our

democracy" and all this bs and what do we have?  a constant barrage of "this pole" and "that pole"

and "52%" want this and "67%" want that.  guess what, sound familiar!  Actually the wolves are

NOW, as in right now, deciding which of us they are having for diner.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Patriot2021

I agree.  Consitutional scholars have also used the term “representative democracy”, which is not

the same thing as the “democracy” used so often today.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Marinkos

Wrong. It is just question of time when  Representatives of the people for the people start getting

corrupt. English Parlament system is also set up to beneNt few....People are tired of corruption and

bribery and that’s what make pople fuming if they aren’t morally bankrupt.  You don’t?

Get educated about direct voting a little...

Communi.sm ( one party system) is democracy? Under which rock do you live? Leave the guns,

good oiled, in safe place and take unbiased book....

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco

wwalkerware, very well said! There has not ever in the life of humans been such a thing as a

democracy. It is impossible to achieve. A democracy cannot be deNned by the vote, as big a con

trick as was ever invented. What we did have and are rightly attempting to reclaim are our basic

human rights. To live without fear of our governments, however they may be titled. But then again,

who says we have these rights? Well, we, we the people do - and we have a right to say so.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

mdo4480

I am surprised it's taken Dr Miller this long to know how tyrannical the academy is is. You don't feel it

when things have been going smoothly for you. I was in the academy for 7 years and experienced the

ugly side of it. The students can be used to get you.

For years, I have been following Dr Mercola for health advice  when I read the comments with and refer

the page to others but I have seen it shifted to a "propaganda" site.  this becomes more evident when I

read the comments of people. The problem I have is the way both sides use the term "randomized

control study" to support their positions. I have used mask through the pandemic and continue to use it

in public because for one thing I have not had any Wu or cold over the past year. I used to work in home

during the pandemic and would go into homes that the people living there would be offended at me

wearing a mask and yet have one of them coughing close to me. I think both sides need to respect

people's choices. I think the mask has worked for me a a person and I don't need any study to conNrm

or disprove that. It's about time we begin to give some credence to the individual's ability to listen to

"know" his/her body and respond appropriately.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Enjoy your delusion and irrational fear.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

bee70578

mdo4480, I wear a mask for a few minutes a day in my local store, simply to keep a low proNle -
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who knows what is coming? Otherwise I'm pretty sure it's useless, also  given that you can be

easily infected via your eyes anyway unless using goggles.  I live in SW Devon UK. I know no-one

locally who has had covid-19 and even those don't know anyone who has had it.  I have 2 friends

elsewhere in the country who have had it and who recovered without hospitalisation, both over

50yrs.  Their diets are far healthier than most I would say with barely any processed foods, and

taking vit D3+K2.,mdo4480

I wear a mask for a few minutes a day in my local store, simply to keep a low proNle - who knows

what is coming? Otherwise I'm pretty sure it's useless, also  given that you can be easily infected

via your eyes anyway unless using goggles.  I live in SW Devon UK. I know no-one locally who has

had covid-19 and even those don't know anyone who has had it.  I have 2 friends elsewhere in the

country who have had it and who recovered without hospitalisation, both over 50yrs.  Their diets

are far healthier than most I would say with barely any processed foods, and taking vit D3+K2

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Absolutely you have the right to not wear underwear or wear just as who have the right to wear a

mask or not mdo if it makes you feel better or for whatever reasoning you choose. Like you

everyone else has that same god given right to choose based on personal choice so I concur!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Good_Hands

mdo, I partially agree. I believe you should pay heed to your own experiences and that if you feel

mask wearing has worked for you and continues to keep you safe and healthy then you should be

allowed to keep wearing a mask without being chastised or sneered at. Good for you. HOWEVER, I

believe that an unbiased review of all the available science on mask wearing reveals that the

science does not support MANDATING it for everyone. Each of us should be allowed to choose
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what works for us as individuals based on our own feelings, experiences, and inquiry.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Retsbew

mdo4480, I live in a condo building where we have to wear masks - the Bylaw was posted in the

elevator.  But I must be honest.  Because I read the British press it was obvious the pandemic

would be coming to N. America, so I made a couple of masks early on.  But I would wear a mask

anyway due to factors where I'd be classiNed super hi-risk.

I think most of the answers you've received here are constructive.  Also I think we need to start

sharing our information to increase the tragc to this website.  It's negative and unproductive to

shoot someone down in Wames because they've decided to get what they think is a "vaccine."  On

the basis that, there but for the grace of God, go I, I'd like to help these people.  I hope Dr. Mercola

sees it like this too because he has such a wealth of health information.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

arunge

The difference is that you have freedom to believe that masks have worked for you and you don't

need a study to prove or disprove that.  When I had that position at the bank yesterday where I was

waiting to attend a meeting with my Nnancial advisor, even though our governor removed all mask

mandates, I was told I had to wear a mask.  My freedom no longer existed.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Watsonandco
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mdo4480, you cannot seriously imagine that just because you didn't get Wu this year the mask is a

good thing! I didn't get Wu this year either and went about my normal life and guess what? I never

wear a mask! So what does that tell us as a general principle? Nothing! It is a single personal

experience.

Humans Nnd reasons to submit to tyranny. You prove it. No offence intended but the truth is what it

is.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Then thank God for the freedom to make the choice to wear one.  I personally don't believe the

things beneNt at all,& that they hinder breathing& encourage illness over time, yet carry one w/ me

for the sake of those truly fearful& terriNed of risking normal human relating we all took for granted

just a little over a year& a half ago. The smug& the self-righteous virtue-signalers on the other

hand have neither my pity nor my respect,& certainly not my silence, subservience or blind

obedience.

I learned long ago to question 'randomized studies' & about statistical lying, structuring of studies,

selective funding & steering etc.  Darwinists do it all the time,& truth-seekers have been shut out of

much of society& public discourse for quite some time because truth demands choice& does not

deny differences& distinctives,& real tolerance in truth is no longer permitted due to the denial&

suppression of those things. The outcomes we are seeing are not a total shock to me, it's really an

expected consequential outcome of the general direction things have moved for a long time, tho I'd

hoped for a better en& true awakening, & worked to the promotion of true& honest discourse

everywhere I could.  

I believe you are wrong about Dr. Mercola's articles& free commentary, & mistake passion& belief

in something for propaganda when a milquetoast, bland& grey demanding world of subservience,

vanity& saying nothing or talking past one another is the current dogmatic& othodox demanded

cultism. This is one of the few remaining blogs that is even generally uncensored, permitting true&

legit, adult dialogue beyond a kindergarten level orthodoxy& dogmatism where no truth is ever
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reached or stated due to the constant tip-toeing around a thousand sacred cows& denied

elephants in the room as w/most media.

Some new folks have showed up, maybe dishones & disingenuous agitators: but maybe truly

seeking dwindling adult rational discourse & free association as well. I know which I am, & you?

Posted On 06/06/2021


